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GENERAL POTENTIAL THEORY OF ARBITRARY WING SECTIONS
By T. THEODORSEN and I. E. GARRICK
SUMMARY
This report gives an exaci treatment qf the problem of
determining the 2-dimensional potential .flow around
wing sections of any shape. The treatment is based
directly on the solution of this problem as advanced by
Theodorsen in N. A. C. A. Technical Report No. 411.
The problem condenses into the compact.form o.f an inte-
gral equation capable of yielding numerical solutions by
a direct process.
An attempt has been made to analyze and coordinate
the results of earlier studies relating to properties of wing
sections. The existing approximate theory of thin wing
sections and the Joukowsky theory with its numerous
generalizations are reduced to special cases of the general
theory of arbitrary sections, permitting a clearer perspec-
tire of the entire field. The method not only permits the
determination of the relocity at any point of an arbitrary
section and the associated lift and moments, but furnishes
also a scheme .[or developing new s,_apes of preassigned
aerodynamical properties. The theory applies also to
bodies tt_t are not airfoils, and is of importance in other
branches of physics involring potential theory.
INTRODUCTION
The solution of the problem of determining the
2-dimensional potential flow of a nonviscous incom-
pressible fluid around bodies of arbitrary shape can be
made to depend on a theorem in conformal represen-
tation stated by Riemann ahnost a century ago,
known as the fundamental theorem of conformal rep-
resentation. This thcorcm is equivalent to the state-
ment that it is possible to transform the region
bounded by a simple curve into the region bounded by
a circle in such a way that all equipotential lines and
stream lines of the tirst region transform respective.ly
into those of the circle. The theorem will be stated
more precisely in the body of this report and its sig-
nificance for wing section theory slmwn--suffice it at
present to state that if the analytic transformation by
which the one region is transformed conformally into
the region bounded by the circle is known, the poten-
tial field of this region is readily obtained in terms of
the potential field of the circle.
A number of transformations have been found by
means of which it is possible to transform a circle into
a contour resembling an airfoil shat)e. It is obviously
true that such theoretical airfoils possess no particular
qualities which make them superior to the types of more
empirical origin. It was probably primarily because
of the difficulty encountered in the inverse problem,
viz, the problem of transforming an airfoil into a
circle (which we shall denote as the direct process)
that such artificial types came into existence. The
2-dimensione_l theoreticM velocity distribution, or what
is called the flow pattern, is known only for some
special symmetrical bodies and for the particular class
of Joukowsky airfoils and their extensions, the out-
standing investigators' being Kutt_, Joukowsky, and
von Mises. Alttmugh useful in the development of
airfoil theory these theoretical airfoils arc based solely
on special transformations employing only a small
part of the freedom permitted in the general case.
However, they still form the subject of numerous
isolated investigations.
The direct process has been used in the theory of
thin airfoils with some success. An approximate
theory of thin wing sections applicable only to the
mean camber line has been developed 2 by Munk and
Birnbaum, and extended by others. Itowever, at-
tempts 3 which have been made to solve the general
case of an arbitrary airfoil by direct processes have
resulted in intricate and practically unmanageable
solutions. Lamb, in his "Hydrodynamics" (reference
1, p. 77), referring to this problem as dependent upon
the determination of the complex coefficients of a
conformal transformation, states: "The difficulty,
however, of determining these coefficients so as to
satisfy given boundary conditions is now so great as
to render this method of very limited application.
Indeed, the determination of the irrotational motion of
a liquid subject to given boundary conditions is a
problem whose exact solution can be effected by direct
processes in only a very few cases. Most of the cases
for which we know the solution have been obtained by
an inverse process; viz, instead of trying to find a
value of ¢ or _b which satisfies [the Laplacian] V_¢= 0
or V2¢ =0 and given boundary conditions, we take
some known solution of these differential equations
I See bibliography given in reference 9, pp. 24, 84, and 58:,.
Cf fc_ltnnte l
See Appendix [l of this pai)er.
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and inquire what boundary con(litimls it can I)(, made
to satisfy."
In a report (reference 2) recently published by the
National Advisory ('mnmittce for Acronauti('s a gen-
erat solution (,nq)loying a dir(,ct method w_ts briefly
given, lt was shown that the problem could be stated
in a condensed form as an integral equation and also
that it was possible to effect the practical solulion of
this equation for the case of any given airfoil. A
formula giving the velocity at any point of the surface
of an arbitrary airfoil was devehq)ed. The lirst part
of the present paper includes th(, essential devch,p-
nlents of reference 2 an(t is devoted to a more ('om-
plete and precise treatment of the method, in particu-
lar with respect to the evaluation of the integral
equation.
In a later part of this paper, a geometric treatment
of arbitrary airfoils, coordinating the results of earlier
investigations, is given. Spe(.ial airfoil types have
also been studied ml the basis of the general method
and their relations to arbitrary airfoils have been
analyzed. Tile solution of the inverse probh, m of
creating airfoils of special types, in particular, types of
specified aerodynamical properties, is indicated.
It is hoped that this l)aper will serve as a step
toward the unification and ultimate simplification of
the theory of the airfoil.
TRANSFORMATION OF AN ARBITRARY A.IRFOIL INTO
A CIRCLE
Statement of the problem.--The probh, nt which this
report proposes to treat may he fornmlated as follows.
Given an arbitrary airfoil' inclined at a spccitied angle
in a nonviscous incompressible fluid and translated
with uniform velocity V. To determine the theoreti-
cal 2-dimensional velocity and pressure distribution at
all points of the surface for all orientations, and to
investigate the properties of tile field of flow surround-
ing the airfoil. Also, to determine the important
aerodynanfical parameters of the airfoil. Of further
interest, too, is the problem of finding shapes with
given aerodynamical properties.
Principles of the theory of fluid flow.--We sh_dl
tirst briefly recall the known basic principles of the
themT of the irrotational flow of a frictionless incom-
l>ressible tluid in two dimensions. A tlow is ternled
"2-dimensional" when the motion is the same in all
phmes parallel to a delinite one, slay xy. In this case
the linear velocity conq)onents u and v of "l tluid
element are functions of x, y, and l only.
The difl'erential equation of the lines of flow in this
('llse is
v dx u d!! = 0
4 Ily an airfoil sh:we, or _ iNg ye_.li_m, is rouchI3 rueatll ;m ol_m_" _ed sru(,o_h Shal,e
rmlnded at the lea,ling edge and endir/g' ill a sharp edge at the rear 3.E l,r;wlicnl
air|oils arc ('harauleri_e,I b 3 a [at k of abr_q)L _ hallge of ( ur_ alur(, ex_,pl f_,r n FOII_I_ip([
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and the equation of continuity is
6u by 6u 6t-v)
Ox_' Oy O or 6x Oy
which shows that the above tirst equation is an exact
ditt'erential.
If (2 c is the integral, then
6Q 5Q
u=-@andv= 6x
This function Q is called tim stream function, and
the lines of th)w, or streamlines, are given by the equa-
tion Q c, where c is in general 'm :trbitrary function
of time.
Furthermore, we note th'tt the existence of the
stream function does not depend on whether the motion
is irrotational or rotatiomd. When rot,_tional its
vorticity is
6v 6_ 6"Q+ 6:Q
g"= 6.c 5_j Ox" 6y:
which is twice the mean angular velocity or "rotation"
of the fluid ehmw.nt, lience, in irrotational tlow the
stream function has to satisfy
6_Q
Ox_ oy
Then there exists :_ velocity potential P and we have
_z' _q-. '1
c).r = u = 6y t
6y-= r OxJ
The equation of continuity is now
6,_..,+ o?/=° ('-')
Equations (1) show that
Ol' 6Q __ 61' OQ=(}
6x 6x 671 O!/
so that the family of curves
1 ) = : constant_ Q= ('Ollstant
cut orthogonally at all their points of intersection.
For steady tlows, that is, tlows that do not vary
with time, the paths of the particles coincide with the
streandincs so that no thlid passes normal to theln.
The Bernoulli formula then hohls and the total pres-
sure head II along a streandine is a constant, that is
J_ p v_'4 p'=H
where p' is the static pressure, v tim velocity, and o
the density. If we denote the undisturbed velocity
at intinity by V, the quantities p'-p' o by p, and
}_p 1"_ by q, the Bernoulli fornlula may he exl)ressed as
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The solutions of equations (2'.1 and (2'}, infinite in
number, represent all possible types of it'rotational
motion of a nonviscous inc(,tnpressitde fluid in two
dimensions. For a given llrol,lem there are usually
certain specifietl boundary c()nditi,ns t<) be satisih,d
which may be sufficient to lix a unique sdutinn or a
family of solutions. The pr(d)h,nl <,f ,n aii'foil moving
uniformly at a fixed anglo ()f in('idence in a fluid field
is identical with that of an airfoil fixed in ])osit i(,n _md
tluid streaming uniformly past it. ()ur ])r(d)lem is
then to determine the functi(,ns 1' and (2 so that the
velocity at each point of the airf(,il profih, has a direc-
tion tangential to the surface (that is, tilt, airfoil con-
tour is itself a strcamlinC) and s() tht_t at infinite dis-
tance from the airfoil the fluid has a constant vehwity
and direction.
The introduction ()f the c(,mph,x variabh,, z x _;y,
silnplifies the pr<>blem of determining 1' _uld Q. Any
nnalytic function w(z) of a c<)mplex variable z, that is,
a functi()n of z possessing a uni(lue deriv,_tive in a
y
Z P/,7_e
_rf .... /t
//
tt, P/Or?_
_7
T
F_: w,_
IfJ
0
Fl<;1 lie I.: (++}nf.rmal [)rol)ert.'. of mlatyfic [imct[nns
regi_>n of the complex plane, may lie St,l)aratcd into its
real and imaginary parts as _c(z) =-u,(:r+i?/)= l'(x, ?/)
+ ;Q(x, _1), determining functions I' an<t Q which may
reln'esent the velocity ]lotential and stream function ¢)f ,
a possib|e fluid motion. Thus, analytic functions of a i
complex variable p<)ssess the special property that the !
component functions 1' and Q satisfy the Cauchy-'
liiemann e<luati<ms (eq. (l)), and each therefilre also
satisfies the C<luation ,)f l:_phtce (eq. (2)). ('onversely,
any function l'(x,y)+iQ(x,?/) for which I' :rod Q
satisfy relatitms (l) and (2) may t>e written as u!(x+
;Y)=--w(.:). The esscntial difli<udty <)f the problem is
to lind the ])artieub_r function w(z) which satisfies the
special boundary-flow conditions mentioned above for
a specified airfoil.
The meth,d of ennformal reprcsentati[m, a goomet-
ri(' application of the cnmph, x variable, is well ,ulapted
to this problem. The fundamental properties of trans-
fo,'mations of this type may be stated as folh)ws:
Consider a function of a complex variable z=x+iy,
say u,(z) analytic in a given region, such that for each
value .f z, w(z) is uniquely defined. The function
w(:) may l)e expressed as w= _+ it/ where _ and v are
st O
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each real functions of x and y. Suppose now in the
xy comph,x ])lane there is traced a simple curve f(z).
(Fig. 1.) Each value of z ah)ng tile curve defines a
point w in the w plane an<If(z) maps into a curvef(w)
or F(z). Because of tile sl>ecial properties of analytic
flmctions of a COml>lex variable, there exist certain
sl)eeial relations betweenf(z) and F(z).
The outstanding I)roperty of functions of a complex
variable an'llytic in a region is the existence of a unique
derivative at every point of the region.
(t2 z-_C' 2 2'--PEW
or
dw-- pe_dz
This relation expresses the fact that any small curve
cz' through the point z is transformed into "t small
curve _vw' through the point _t, by a magnification p
"rod "t rotation -y; i. e., in Figure 1 the tangent t will
coincide in (.lirection with 7' by q rotation 7 3-cc
\,
'\\ ', / _q = _ + .311
y \, /_[/-_,;/s :a+h
/// i 11[ = CL _tl
I
Fh,I R;: 2 ()rltlt_gt}D_tl iletwork oblaim,d by a vonfortllal Ir:lnsforlllation
This is also true for any other pair of <:ol'responding
curves through z and _,, so that in general, angles
between corresp(>n(|ing curves are preserved, ill pltF-
titular, a Cllrve 2z" ortllogonal to 22 t t, ri/nsfol'nls
into a curve w_c" orthogonal to w*_/.
It hqs been seen that an analytic function f(z) may
be written P(x, y) _ iQ(.r, y) where the curves P = con-
st ant and Q :constant form an orthogonal system.
If then f(z) is transformed conformally into f(w)
:_I'(L n) _ iQ(_, n) that is into f[w(z)l=F(z) -R(z, y)
-! iS(a:, y), the curves l'(z, y) constant, Q(x, y) = con-
stant map into the orthogomd network of curves
R(x,y) constant, SCr, y) constant. (Fig. 2.) If the
.,. . dwl
ma,,,nuie,_tmn] <Jzl = p is zero at a ]>oint w, the trans-
formation qt that l>oint is singular an<l ceases to be
con formal.
We may use the method of conformal transforma-
tions to find the motion about a complicated boundary
from that of a simpler boundary. Suppose w(z) is a
function which corresponds to any definite fluid motion
in the z ]>lane, for instance, to that around a circle.
Now if a new variable i" is introduced and z set equal
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to any analytic function of g', say z=J(_'), then w(z)
becomes w[J(_')] or II'(_) representing a new motion in
the _" plane. This new motion is, as has been seen,
related to that in tile z plane in such a way that the
streamlines of the z plane are transformed t)y z =f(_')
into the streamlines of the s: phme. Thus, the con-
tour into which the circle is transformed represents
tile profile around which the motion I1"(¢) exists. The
problem of determining the flow around an airfoil is
now reduce(l to finding tile proper conf(>rmal transfor-
mation which maps a curve for which the flow is known
into the airfoil. Tilt' exi._tcllce of such a function was
first shown by Riemann.
We shell first formulate the theorem for a simply
connected region s bmmdcd by a closed curve, and
then show how it is readily applied to the region
external to the closed curve. The guiding thought
leading to the theorem is simple. We have seen that
an analytic funetion may transform a given closed
region into another closed region. But suppose we
are given two separate regions t>ounde<l by ch)sed
curves--does there exist an analytic t ransfornuttion
whieh transforms one region conformally int.() tile
other? This question is _mswered by lliemann's
theorem as follows:
Riemann's theorem.--The interior T of any simply
connected region (whose boundary contains more than
one point, but we shall l>e concerned only with regions
having ch)sed boundaries, tile boundarf curve being
composed of pieeewise different]able curves [Jordan
curve], corners at which two t_.ngents exist being per-
mitted) can be mapped in a one-to-one conforntal
manner on the interior of the unit cireh,, and the
analytic _ function _-j(z) which eonsununatcs this
transformation becomes u,dque when a given intcrior
point zu of T and a directi(m thrt>ugh z0 arc chosen to
correspond, respectively, to the eenter of the circle and
a given direction through it. By this transforntation
the boundary of 1' is transformed uniquely anti con-
tinuously into the circumference of the unit circle.
The unit circle in this theorem is, of course, only a
eonwmicnt normalized regitm. For supl)ose the re-
gions 7'_ in the f phme vmd T_ in the w phme arc
transformed into the unit circle in tile z phme by
J(z) and w=F(z), resl)ectiw, ly, then T, is trans-
formed into Te by i'- +(w), obtained by eliminating z
from the two t ransfornmtion equations.
In airfoil the(u'y it i_ in tile region external to a elosed
till're that we are interested. ,qll('h a region can he
readily transformed conformally into the region in-
ternal to a closed curve hy an inversion. Thus, let us
suppose a point zo to be within a closed curve B whose
A regioll of tile conlplex plane is ,_iruply c<)tln(,cted wlleI_ all) I'[nsed conlollr 13 irlg
entirely within tile re_ioq lna3 lie shrllllk h) u Imirlt x_i_ hotli llaS_itlg trot of Ihe regi(m
['f reference 3, p 3_;7, where a l_r(>of <ff tht, lheorem |rased orl (;reen's Illll(lion iS
given.
Attention is here directed to tile fact that an a_lalx tic flirt((fun is devehlllable at
a point in a power series convergent i_l atlv eirtle abOllt the lmint and eMirely
within t tie region
external region is P, and then choose a constant k
such that fi>r every point z on the boundary of F,
[z zo>k. Then tile inversion transformation w=
k will transform every point in the external region
Z-- Z 0 *
1' into a pt>int internal to a closed region F' lying
entirely within B, tile boundary H mapping into tJle
boundary of 1", the region at. infinity into the region
near zo. We may now restate Riemann's theorem as
follows:
One and only one analytic function i'-J(z) exists hy
means of which the region I" external to a given curve
B in the s= plane is transformed conformally into the
region external to a circle C in the z plane (center at
z-,0) such that tile point z + goes into the point
_" _ and also (t_= = 1 at infinity. This function can
be developed in the external region of C in a tmiformly
convergent series with complex eoetficients of the form
/ C, C ai- "+ JCz)-m=z+eZ+.._-+-_a+ . . . 4)
z
by means of which the radius R and also the constant
m are completely determined. Also, the boundary B
of 1' is transformed continuously and uniquely into the
circumference of C.
It should be noticed that th%transformation (4) is
a normalized form of a more general series
_--m = (/o + ct_,z+'Zz++;:+ .....
and is obtained from it by a finite translati:m by the
vector a0 and a rotation and expansion of the entire
field depending on the coefficient a_,. The condition
a__-i is necessary and sufficient for the fiehls at
infinity to coincide in magnitude and direction.
The constants c_ of the transformation are functions
of the shape of the boundary curve alone and our
problem is, really, to (tetermine the complex eoelli-
cien.ts <letining a given shape. With this in view, we
proceed tirsl to a convenient intermediale trans-
formation.
The transformation '- , x_ (t" 1 hisg-=z .z _. '" .- initial trans-
formation, although not essential to a purely mathe-
matical sell,lion, is nevertheless very useful and
important, as will be seen. It represents also the key
transfi)rmation leading to Joukowsky airfoils, and is
tile basis of nearly all al)l>roximate theories.
I.et us deline the l>oints in the _ ]>lane by _ x-+iy
using reetanguh,a" coordinates (x, y), and the points in
the z' idane by z'-ae _'+_° using polar coordinates
(ae_, 0). The constant a may conveniently he c<m-
sidered tmity and is added to ])reserve (timensitms.
We have
(/2
i z' + z" (5)
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and substituting z' = ae _+_°
we obtain _"= 2a eosh (¢ + iO)
or _ = 2a cosh _b cos 0 + 2ia sinh ¢ sin 0
Since f-z + iy, the coordinates (x, y) are given by
x=2acosh _bcos 0/
y = 2a sinh _b sin 0 / (6)
If ¢=0, then z'=ae _° and _=2a cos 0. That is, if P
and P' arc corresponding points in the _"and z' planes,
respectively, then as I" traverses the x axis from 2a to
-2a, P' traverses the circle ae '° from 0=0 to 0=r,
and as P retraces its t)ath to _ = 2a, P' completes the
circle. The transformatitm (5) then may be seen to
map the entire _"plane external to the line 4a uniquely
into the region external (or internal) to the circle of
radius a about the origin in the z' plane.
Let us invert equations (6) and solve for the elliptic
coordinates ¢ and 0. (Fig. 3.) We have
_" P/one z" P/one
Fmvnv. 3.--Transformation by elliptic coordinates
eosh ¢=2a cos 0
Y
sinh _b=2a sin 0
and since cosh _¢_-sinh 2_b= 1
(xy(yy
or solving for sin20 (which can not become negative),
2si,CO=p+_/p_+(Y) ' (7)
(uy
where p= 1 \'.Saal -\2a]
Similar[y we obtain
x z Y =1
ci)sh + 2a sinh
or solving for sinh 2¢
We note that the system of radial fines O= constant
become confocal hyperbolas in the _-plane. The circles
_b-constant become ellipses in the _"plane with major
axis 2a cosh _band minor axis 2a sinh _. These orthog-
onal systems of curves represent the potential lines and
strcanflines in file two planes. The loci of these two
confocal systems are located at (± 2a, 0).
Equation (8) yields two values of ¢/ for a given
point (x, y), and one set of these values refers to the
correspondence of (x, y) to the point (ae_, O) external to
a curve and the other set to the correspondence of
(x, y) to the point (ae _, - 0) internal to another curve.
Thus, in Figure 3, for every point external to the
ellipse I'J_ there is a corresponding point external to the
circle C_, and also one internal to C,'.
The radius of curvature of the ellipse at the end of
the major axis is o = 2a sinh _¢
_sh¢ or for small value:, of ¢,
p_2a¢ _. The leading edge is at
2a cosh ¢/_2a 1+ _2a + 2.
Now if there is given an airfoil in the _ plane (fig. 4),
and it is desired to transform the airfoil profile into a
curve as nearly circular as possible in the z' plane by
using only transformation (5), it is clear that the axes
of coordinates should be chosen so that the airfoil
appears as n_arly elliptical as possible with respect to
the chosen axes. It was seen that a focus of an
elongated ellipse very nearly bisects the line joining
the end of the major axis and the center of curvature
of this p'oint; thus, we arrive at a convenient choice of
origin for the airfoil as the point bisecting the line of
length 4a, which extends from the point midway be-
tween the leading edge and the center of curvature of
the leading edge to a point midway between the
center of curvature of the trailing edge and the trailing
edge. This latter point practically coincides with the
trailing edge.
The curve B, defined by ae _+'e, resulting in the z'
plane, and the inverse and reflected curve B', defined
by ae -_-'8, are shown superposed on the _- plane in
Figure 4. The convenience and usefulness of trans-
-2a _ _'Sa
FI,K:IIE I.-Transformation of airfoil into a nearly circular contour
forination (5) and the choice of axes of coordinates
will become evident after our next transformation.
C nE
The transformation z' = ze o z"._Consider the trans-
formation z' = ze I(_)wherej(z) = E f-". Each exponential
0 z_
C,t
term e z" represents tim uniformly convergent series
l+z" 2!\z"} " m!\z"! -_.... (9)
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where the. coeilicients c, :.1. f il)', are con_.ph, x ram>
hers, For f(z) convergent at all points in a region
external to a certain circle, z' has a mfique real abso-
Lute value [z[em_q in the region and its imaginary part
is delinitely defined except for integral multiples of
2_-i. When z= co, z'=.ze% The con_htnt c =.10 +
Bi0 is then the determining flwtor _tt infinity for tiw
afiehl t infinity is mngnifh'd t)y e A0 and related by tlw
angle He. ]t is tiuls ('lear thid if it is desired that tiw
regions at inllnity be identical, that is, z' = z at inihfity,
the eOllStltllt Co lllii_( })e ZPFO. rFile ('onstllllt:-; cl stnd c2
also l)lay important rSh, s, its will lie shown later.
We ,qhall now transform the closed curve 7 z' : ace _,o
into the ('ir('le z=,e ¢0_¢ (radius a#% origin i_t ('enter)
by means of the _en('ral tran_formati(m i r(,fer(,n('e 2)
x- ("n
-_ :,, (10)
whi('ll leaves the IMds sit infinity unalt(,r(,d lind We
_hall obtMn expressions for the constants .I,,, 1_',,, and
¢0. Tlw ju_tifh,athm of tiw soluthm will be assured by
the actual ('onvergen('e of _,c, sin('e if tlw solution
-- ~n )
i ~
exist_ it. is unique.
By delinition, for the correspondence of the bound-
nry points, we hnve
., e¢-%÷ i(O- _) (10')
_<<I°+m°)},
• Z,
# 1Also z = ze
Consequently
- ¢o + i(O - _0) = -'_(,.1, + iB,_) 1
1 S t
wheFe ~ :(lg¢'o +l'p
()n writing z=R(cos ,; ! ; sin ,;) wlwre R.=ae%, we
]lllVe
1
¢o + i(O _) = `2(.'1_ _ iB,)_,_(cos n? - i sin ,_)
l
Equating the real and imn_inr.'y paris of this relation,
_e olitain the two conjugate Fourier expansions:
cos _t¢ + R" sin
; Fn,, l__A° ]0- _=7/R, , cos _¢ sin 1_ (12
_1
From equation (ll), lhe values ot the eoef[h'ients )),,
H.
7_;, aml ttw constant _'0 nre obtained as follows:
.c|. 1 2rr
]_,=;. f¢ cos mf (t¢ (a)
0
]_,, 1 .°rf¢ sin _l_ (t_ (b)
R" _c 0
r Unless _)t hl,rwise Malcd, ¢ and 0 _ ill llow t)e use,] i)l Ihis rt,_tril.lt>,l _(,llse, i (', a_
ilefiTiJ_g the ) otln,htr_ ( ur%(, ils('[f, ui/,I ]()r all I,¢>itllS i_1 lit(, z' I)[n_]( '.
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The evahmli(m ()f the inlinite number of ('onstants
i_s represented by equations (a) and (b) e,an lie made
t(i del)(,nd Ul)on an iml)ortant singh, equation, which
we shall (shtain l)y eliminating these constants fron_
equation (121.
Substitution of (a) and (t)) for the coef]icienls of
e(tuati(m (121 gives
(0-¢:)' 1 =V 2r: - "' cosn¢'f ¢(so) sinn_d¢
?r I L 0
sin _' f ¢(_) cos n_ d_
0
where ¢(¢)=-¢ and (0-_)' represents 0-¢ as a func-
tion of ¢', and where _,' is used to distinguish the angle
kel)t constant while the integrations are performed.
The expression may lie readily rewritten as
_Tr
(0 _),=1 ,_. J'¢(¢)(sin n_eos n,_'-cos nesin n¢)d_
Jr i (}
1 _ 2r
= "2 f ¢(_,) sin n(_-_,') d,_
_r l 0
But
cos (2n _-1) (_'-_')
Esin n(_ _-_')=sc°t .) -
- - '2 sin _-_
2
Then
_ _'
. ., lira 1 f¢(¢) cot de
2_ eos(2n_ 1) (_-¢'--) /
"2
1 f¢(¢) , (1_,
2_r 0 sin _ -
'2
The first integral is independent of _, while the |atter
one l)e('onws i(h,nti('ally zero.
Then finally, representing _p-0 by a _ingle quantity
e, viz _ 0=_=e(_), we have
2r
- _' (1_ (13)1 f ¢(¢) cot ,) -
_(_') = -- _0
By solving for the coefficients in equation 112) and
substituting these in equation (11) it inay be seen thai
a siniilar relation to equation (13) holds for the fline-
tion ¢ (_,).
2r , 2r
¢(_') = _"rO_j',(¢)cot f-_ (t_-i- .1el ¢(+)d<_ 114)
'File last term is merely the constant ¢0, which is, iis
has been sho_n, determined by the condition of mag-
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nification of the z and z' fields at infinity• The
!
corresponding integral_.,f _(¢) de does not appear in
equation (13), being zero as a necessary consequence
of the coincidence of directions at infinity and, in
general, if the region at infinity is rotated, is a constant
different from zero.
Investigation of equation (13).--This equation is
of fundamental importance. A discussion of some of
its properties is therefore of interest. It should be
first noted that when lhe function ¢(_) is considered
known, the equation reduces to a definite integral.
The function s _(_,) obtained by this evaluation is the
"conjugate" function to _b(_), so called because of the
relations existing between the coefficients of the
Fourier expansions as given by equations (11) and (12).
For the existence of tile integral it is only necessary
that ¢(¢) be piecewise continuous and differentiable,
and may even have infinities which nmst be below
first order. We shall, however, be interested only in
continuous single-valued functions having a period 2_,
of a type which result from continuous closed curves
with a proper choice of origin.
If equation (13) is regarded as a definite integral, it is seen
to be related to the well-known I'oisson integral which solves
the following boundary-value problen_ of the circle. (Reference
3.) Given, say for thc z plane a single-valued function u(R,r)
for points on the circumference of a circle w=Re i" (center at
origin), then the single-valued continuous potcnlial function
Ii(r,a) in the external region z--re _" of the circle which assumes
the values u (R, r) on the circomference is given by
1 2_ "/¢ r2_R 2
u(r,_) =27rJo" ut r,r) R_r2_,2_r eo s (or--r) dT
and _qmilarly for the conjugate fimciion v(r,a)
1 27r T2_R:
o(rp_) [.
"JO r"-- 2Rr cos (a-- r)
These may be written as a _inglc equation
..... _ 1 z+w
where the value f(z) at a point of the extcrnal region z=re i. is
e×pressed in terms of the known values f(w) along the circmn-
ference w=Re _. In particular, we may note that at the
• .ci*@g ir
i)oundary itself, since z_ = cot (a___, we have
i 2_-
.(R,.) + iv(R,_) = - "27_ lu(#,d -:, iv(R,.)) cot, c.,_.2_r) d.,
x_hieh is a special f, wm of equations (13) and (14).
The quantity _b is immediately given as a function
ef 0 when a particular dosed curve is preassigned, and
this is our starting point in the direct process of trans-
forming from airfoil to circle. We desire, then, to find
the quantity # as a function of _ from equation (13),
and this equation is no longer a definite integral but an
' This function will be cMled "conforlnal anguhlr distortion" fllll('lil}ll, for reasons
_:_iden[ later.
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integral equation whose process of solution becomes
inore intricate. It would be surprising, indeed, if
anything less than a functional or integral equation
were involved in the solution of the general problem
stated. The evaluation of the solution of equation 03)
is readily accomplished by a powerful method of suc-
cessive approximations. It will be seen that tile
nearness of the curve ae _+_° to a circle is very signifi-
cant, and in practice, for airfoil shapes, one or at inost
two steps in the process is found to be sufficient for
great accuracy.
The quantities ¢_ and _ considered as functions of
have been denoted by _b(_) and _(¢), respectively.
When these quantities are thought of as functions of 0
they shall be written as _(0) and _(0), respectively.
Then, by definition
and V_(0)_-¢[¢(0)1 (15)
_(0)_@(0)1
Since ¢-4= _, we hav_
0(_,)= _- _(_) (_(;)
_(0) 0+_(0) /
We are seeking then two functions, _b(_) and _(_),
conjugate in the sense that, their Fourier series expan-
sions are given by (11) and (12), such that _b[,_(0)] ,
_(0) where ¢;(0) is a known single-valued function of
period 2_r.
Integrating equation (13) by parts, we have
2:r
c(¢') =1 .f log sin _o-_' de@) d_, (13')
_r 0 2 de
/
The term log sin _ is real only in tlle range _ = _' to
¢= 2r + _', but we may use the interval 0 to 2_r for
with the understanding that only the real part of the
logarithm is retained.
Let us write down the following identity:
f
log sin _ ---log sin O- 0__._'
"2 2
sin (0 _-_1) -- (0q- _1 ')t sin (0 + _:)- (0+ _)'
2 '2
+log t log (0+_d - (0+il)'
sin 0_- 0' sin
'2 2
sin (e#- _) - (O+ _)'
"2
+...-log (0+_ 1) - (0+i__d '-! .... (17)
sin 2
sin (0 + _,) - (0 + _,)' sin (0 + _) - (0 + i)'
2 2
-flog (0+_._d - (0+ _,,_,)' flog (0+-_.) - (0+ _,,)'
sin '2 sin 2
where in the last term we recall that 0 + g(0)= ¢(0); and
where it may be noted that each denominator is the
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numerator of the preceding term. The symbols t_
(k = 1, 2, ..., 'n) represent functions of 0, which tMs
far are arbitrary2
Since by equation (15) _(0)-=_h[e(0)] we have for
corresponding elements d0 and de
de(e) de = d/k(O)de d-o- do
Then multiplying the left side of equation (17) by
1 de(e) de and the right side ])v 1 d_b(O)
_r -d_ " 7r _d0 and inte-
grating over tile periot] (} t,) 2r we obtain
1 2r 0-;0' de(0)_[e(0')]---_(0') = f log sin dO+
(I 2 do " ' "
sin (0 + _.) - (0 + _)'
2 d _ (0)+12r s ...........
:log --: -:- _ - d0r sin (0_ _:_zJO__:_=_)' dO " " '
,)
+1 2r sin(0 t _ 0))-(0t _(0))'f log _ '2 (t_b(0)
0 sin(0_ G) TL!O:-yT}' dO d0 (18)
2
where k=l, 2, . .., n.
We now choose the arbitrary functions ix(0') so that
_o(0')= o
and
2r
_(0') 1 f log sin (0 + ik i)-- (0 -- __l)t d_(0)
=_'0 2 dO dO (19)
where k= 1, 2 .... , n.
Equation (18) may then be written
_(0')=_o+_,+(_-_,)... +(_.--_._,)+(_-_.) (20)
or _(0') = X_+ X2+ . . . X_+ X
where X,(0')-ek-_,__ and is in fact the /ctb term of
equation (18). The last term we denote by X.
From equation (191) we see that the function _(0') is
obtained by a knowledge of the preceding function
__t(0'). For eon-enience in the evaluation of these
functions, say
27r
= logsiu do
0
we introduce a new variable e, defined by
e_(0) = 0 + _(0) (k =: _, 2 ..... _.)
Then
_+d0(e'_.+3] ---:_+, (e'_)
271" r
= 1 f log sin (e,-e ,) ,t_[0(e,)] de,
r (} 2 de,
From the definition of e, as
e_(0)= 0+ _(0)
(21)
The symbol (o÷**)' represents 0'+_(_') and is used to denote the _me function
of _" that 04-i,(a) is of 0. The variabh!s 0 and • are regarded as indel_ndent o[ eal,h
other
we may also de[ine the symbol **(e,) by
where
_(0) ---_[e_(0)l
It is important to note that the synabols ;_, _,, _**
denote the same quantity considered, however, as a
function of 0, e_, _ t, respectively.
The quantities (_-___) in equation (20) rapidly
approach zero for wide classes of initial curves Vk(0),
i. e., _k[0(:D] very nearly equals ¢[0(e_+;)] for even
small k's. The process of solution of our problem is
then one of obtaining successively the functions _(0),
_[0(e_)], _/i0(e_)l ..... _[0(e,)l where _[0(e,)] and
_,[0(e,)] become more and more "conjugate." The
process of ot)taining the successive conjugates in prac-
tice is explained in a later paragraph. We first pause
to state the conditions which the fimctions ea are sub-
ject to, necessary for a one-to-one correspondence of
the boundary points, and for a one-to-one corre-
spondence of points of the external regions, i. e., the
conditions which are necessary in order that the
transformations be conforma[.
In order that the correspondence between boundary
points of the circle in the z plane and boundary points
of the coat(mr in the z' plane be one-to-one, it is
necessary that O(_) be a monotonic increasing function
of its argument. This statement requires a word of
explanation. We consider only values of the angles
between 0 and 2r. For a point of the circle boundary,
that is, for one value of e there can be only one value
of 0, i. e., 0(_) is always single valued. However, e(0),
in general, does not need to be, as for example, by a
poor choice of origin it may be many valued, a radius
vector from the origin intersecting the boundary more
than once; but since we have already postulated that
¢,(0) is single valued this case can not occur, and eta)
is also single valued. If we decide on a definite diree-
do
tion of rotation, then the inequality _ __>0 expresses
the statement that as the radius vector from the origin
sweeps over the boundary of the circle C, the radius
vector in the z' plane sweeps over the boundary of B
and never retraces its path.
The inequality
d°-=l-de(e) >0
corresponds to
d,(e) _1
de --
Also, the condition
d_=l+ >0
dO =
corresponds to
d_(0)
dO >-1
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el0 d¢
Multiplying (i<p by dO- we get
(1 dt(_)) (1 -? dt(0)f'_ 1;t_- ,10|'-
This rehitioll is shown ill Figure 5 its it rel:tailgular
d_
dt fit
FI<,I I_: ,',. 'lhe Iiuallli{) i]_ as a fililetiOll el'd0
hyliel'bohi. We lilliy notice then that the iilOliOtoliic
de
behavior (if _(0) itlld 0if) requh'es that (1_ rein|tin lill
the /oteer branvh l0 of lhe hyperbohi, i. e.,
- oo_ {1,_- --
It will he seell later that the liniiting vahtes
dd'#) 1 d_(¢) [ cl_ ill _ 1_
d_, ' d_ o_\i..... - _'d0=e.,d0= )
correspond to points of inlhiite velocity and of zero
velocity, respc,ctively, arising from s'larp corners in the
original curve.
The condition for it one-to-one conflirnml corre-
spondence between points of the external region of the
circle lind of the external region of the contour in the
Z' phtile lllay he given (reference 5, p. 98 and reference
(i, t)ltl't 11) lis follows: There lntlst |)0 It one-to-one
I)Olllldlll'V puiill ('orresplllldeilco ttlld the derivative of
the analytic function z' = ze I - given by equation (10)
must not vanish in the region. That is, writing g(z.)
foF _" Cn
I 2 n We ]laVp
J
,l_' _0':,[1- - ,l_l(_)]dz \ _ _]z-z-] 70 for I l>#e or silwe
the integral t rans('oildontal function e_(_)does not vanish
in the enlire phtne, the condition is equivalent to
dg(z) ¢
z d_-- 1 for Izl>R
i, The values of [lie uI,l.'r I)rall( h _f the I1_ perl_ola nrise _ hell the region intprt,al
_o [_II2 (,llrVe fie t+-it is tra_tsf(ffnied ililo the extern:,l re_it)n of a cir('h', but Hilly llls(_
ttu!rel>eavoided I_v( q n_t=¢40 isle + of _,-0
I(iT#;N 34 1:1
By equation (10') we have on the boundary of the
circle, 7(Re _+)= _b _b0-/,% alld
dg(z) Re'+ d[_,(_o)-h(_o)l
dz iRe'* d¢
the first terni on the right-hand side being real and the
last terni a pure iniagintu'y. We have already postu-
hited the conditilm
< f{_<
--tic,-- 1
as llC(WSStlI'y for a Ollp-to-(ilie |ioundltl'y l)oint (.orre-
dg_)spondence. Now by writing .z= _4i_7 lind z _ -
P(Ln) + iQ(i,n),we n,te that d_l($!-gives the holtndary
vahies of a harnionie function Pit,n) and therefiirc this
function assunlcs its niaxiniuni and niininlum values
on the houndary of the circle itself. (Reference 3, p.
dg(z)
223.) llence .ai|2- cll.n llever beconie 1 in the
1.12 p
exterllab region, i. e., dz eaii never valiish in this
region.
At each step in the process of obtaining the succes-
sive conjugates we desire to maintain it one-to-one
('orresliondence between 0 and ¢_., i. e., the functions
0(_,) and _(0) should tie nl(inotonic increasing and are
hence subject to a restriction siniihu" to equation (22),
ViZ_
(1% _._ (22')
The process illay be sUIilllled lip lib;follows: We olin-
sider the function 7,(0) as known, where ¢/(0) is the
functional relation between + and 0 defining it closed
curve (le_ ,io. The eolljugate (if i_(0) with respe('t to 0
is _(0). We fl)rni the variable _,_ 0Tt,(0) and also
the fun('timi @[0(_)]. The conjugate of _[0(_,)] with
respect to _l is t*_(_l) which expressed its a function of
0 is L,(0). We flirni the variable e.,=0+l,(0) and thc
function _[0(_.>)i. The conjugate of _[0(_,.>)] is _*_(_),
which as a function of 0 is _s(0), etc. The graphical
criterion for convergence is, (if course, reached when
the function _[0(_,)] is no h)nger altered by the
lirocess. The fol[owing figures ilhistrate the method
and exhihit vividly the rapidity of convergence. The
numerical calculations (if the various conjugates are
obtained from fornmla I of the appendix.
In Figure 6, the ¢(0) curve rot)resents a circle re-
ferred to an origin whMl bisect,s a radius (obtained
from an extreniely thi(.k ,hiukowsky airfoil) (see p. 200)
and has nunierical values apl)roximately five times
greater than occur for common airfoils. The _(_)
eurve is known independently and is represented by
the dashed curve The process of going from _(0) to
_(_) assunfing _(_) as unknown is as follows: The
function i_(0), the conjugate function of 7,(0), is found.
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Tlle quantity ¢ is then plotted against the new variable
¢,-8+%(0) (i. e., each point of 5(0) is displaced hori-
zontally a distance _1) and yields the curve {k[O(v,)].
(Likewise, _(0) is plotted against _l yielding _(_j).)
is drawn at P'. This process yields the function _2(0).
The quantity _ is now plotted against the new variable
¢2=0+_2(0) (i. e., each point of 5(8) is displaced hori-
zontally a distance _2) giving the function _b[0(_2)].
i
I
0 .5 /.0 ,',ff 2.0 8.5 .2.C 3.5 dO 4..d SO 5._ 6..9 2*'r
Arqlamen# (O_ fPo _,_, _ ;n rod/ons)
FI(}L'RE 6.--The I,r,,cess of obtaining suo0essive conjugates
The hmction _'2(_1)is now determincd as ttmconjugate I This curve is sho_m with small circles and coincides
function of ¢[0(_o_)]. This function expressed as a with ¢(_). Further application of the process can
funetionofOis_*_.[_L(O)l_<_(O), ll is plotted as follows: yield no change in this curve. It may be remarked
•/'0
/0
0
- { 0
-ZO
At a point P of _'2 (_o_)and Q of el(c,) corresponding to
a definite value of _, one finds the value of 0 which
corresponds to ¢, by a horizontal line through Q meet-
ing _(0) in Q'; for this value of 0, the quantity _ at P
] l- [- ; -- .... ' ', " I<.4.--. , t
.... t - l!- %d ,7 tr I\v
...... _2X', t_ i !'R_, / ,'[A', _ ,'_t,
30 , , ! i r li k" ' " _ ' "',
,,f_', 1 '/_, ,,l\, , ) .,/i,,,
.zo ---If-/l- ],>_--=---_---_-- ------ #/4--_,_. A_L- " / 1\ ,,
,'it \', : ,'- t\', ,'1, 't',, _,'t t\,,
--44 .... \--'- .,'d - -_ v_--_,._ ,L_ _%& ___ ./ i \',
.,'/ ; \',,/ ' I i ' ', ,'/ \',i V/ / '.,,
_,.P-" i . _ : _ '.:<Yl , t "¢_L,_ I "%.
FIGURE 7+--_'0_g$ M_D]£_,dto transforming o square into _ circle
here that for nearly all airfoils used in practice one
step in the process is sufficient for very accurate results.
As another example we shall show how a square
(origin at center) is transformed into a circle by the
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method. In Figure 7 the _(0) curve is shown, and in
Figure 8 it is reproduced for one octant." The value
is _(0)=log see 0. The function _[0(_J] is shown
clashed; the function _[o(_.,)J is shown with small
crosses; and ¢[0(ga)] is shown with small circles. The
solution ¢(¢) is represented by the curve with small
triangles and is obtained independently by the known
transformation (reference 3, p. 375) which transforms
the external region of a square into the external region
of the unit circle, as follows:
Z ..4
where I'(:) denotes a power series. Comparing this
% /
with equation (10), we find that _(_) except for the
eonsta,,t _0isgivcn as the ,'eal part oflogEl+I' ( )]
ewduated for z: et% and that _(_) is given as the
negative of the imaginary part. It may be observed
in Figure 8 that the function _[0(¢_)] very nearly
• .?5
0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .G 7 zi .8
Argumenf (O,_ov 9z,92, p in rodions) ,
l,'v;l:l_: 8.--Proeess applied 1o transforming _ Sqllnre illtO a circle
equals _(_). The functions ¢(_) and _(0) are shown in
Figure 7 (a); we may note that at _,= 4' which corrc-
_d!=1
spends to a corner of the square, d_, or also
(t_
_ co,
11 ]_ecallSeo[t esy e rv involved only the interval 0 to -_ need be IlsPd.
integral in the apl_erldix varl be trealed as
2_r •
,(_,') = _ _l ,f ¢_(_) vet e _, (t_,
21¢ 0 2
lr
=- 2(_-_')-cot 2(,p +_')ld_
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It may be remarked that the rapidity of convergence
is influenced by certain factors. It is noticeably af-
fected hy tile initial choice of _.,(0). The choice
Co(0) =0 implies that 0 and ¢ arc considered to be very
nearly equal, i. e., that ae (H° represents a nearly cir-
cular curve. The initial transformation given by
equation (5) and tile choice of axes and origin were
adapted for the purpose of obtaining a nearly circular
o, i_
"_--.---"_ (a) (b)
}'I,_URE 9,--Translalion by Ihe distance 031
curve for airfoil shapes." If we sbouhl he concerned
with other classes of contours, more appropriate
initial transformations can he developed. If, how-
ever, for a curve ae _+_8 the quantity _-_-0 has large
values, either because of a poor initial transformation
or because of an unfavnrablc choice of origin, it may
occur that the choice _0(0)-0 will yield a function
_(_,) for which _ may exceed unity at some points,
thus violating condition (22'). Such slopes can be
replaced by slopes less than unity, the resuhing.func-
tlon chosen as _0(0) and the process continued as
before) _ Indeed, the closer the choice of the flmction
i0(0) is to tbe final solution it0), the more rapid is the
convergence. The case of the square illustrates that
even the relatively poor choice %(0) = 0 does not appre-
ciably defer the convergence.
The translation zt=z+ct.--Let _s divert our
attention momentarily to another transformation
which will prove useful. We recall that the initial
transformation (eq. (5)) applied to an airfoil in the _"
plane gives a curve B in the z' plane shown schemati-
cally in Figure 9(a). Equation (10) transforms this
curve into a circle C about the origin 0 as center and
yields in fact small values of the quantity _-0. We
are, however, in a position to introduce a convenient
transformation, namely, to translate the circle C into
a most favorable position with respect to the crave B
(or vice versa). These qualitative remarks admit of a
mathematical formulation. It is clear that if the
cm_-e B itself happens to be a circle _ the vector by
which the circle C should be translated is exactly the
distance between centers. It is readily shown that
n The first step in the process is now _o define _f_=0+_(0) and form the function
_[0(_,0)]. The conjugate fum.tion of ¢,[0(_0)] is a%{¢0) which expressed as a fnaction
of 0 is iK0), etc.
1' See p. 200,
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then equation (10) shouht contain no constant terln.
We have
cc
c. (H))
X z"
1
Z I = ze
(1+_+..)etc.
where 14
k2 = c2+ 2-=
A"3 : C3 Y C2e I t cl3-
It is thus apparent that if equation (10) contains no
first harmonic term, i. e., if
R2:r
cl = Az + iBl = r f Ce_(t,_ = O,
0
tile transformation is obt_+ined in the so-called normal
form
, d: d_+...+ =za_-z +zl _ (23)
This translation can he ell'coted either bjr substituting
a new variable zt = z _ ct, or a new variable zt'= z'-c_.
IO
.o5
o
= 05
-. io
-.15
.2o
.15
¢./o
.05
0
.05
0
-.05
.15
I0
_.o5
0 5 /0 t5 2.0 25 _r 3.5 Z.O 4,5 5.0 5.5
0_8
F|GURE 10--The _(0) aiJ,l ¢1(013 ctlrves (for Clark Y airfoil)
2_
This latter substitution will t)e more convenient at
this time. Writing
z_' - ae ¢_+_°_,el ae _+_, and z' = ae _+_8
we have
aeq, l+t01 =(/e¢+to _1e_+15
The variables ¢_, and 0_, can he expressed in terms of
¢,8, _,, and _. In Figure 9(h), Pis apoint on the B
l_ These ('orlstmlts carl I,e oI_hi::(,,l in a rec_lr_iou form See fontT_ote 16
curve, i. e., ¢)P=ae_', t'Q represents the translation
vector cl :-_ze )+i_, OQ is ae¢,+i% and angle I'OQ is
denoted ])y _. Then by the law of cosines
e='¢_ e_¢+-e_v-2eCe "_cos (0-5) (a)
and by the law of sines
ev sin (0 5)
sin u =
or 0_--0+/z-0_-tan -_ e._-_ sin (0-6) (b)
1--e_-$ cos (0--5)
In Figure 10 are shown the _(0) and it0) curves for the
(?lark Y airfoil (shown in fig. 4) and the ff_(0_) antt
_(0_) curves which result when the origin is moved
from 0 to 31. It may be noted that _(0,) is indeed
considerably smMler than _(0). It is obtained from
2r _2 _,(_-O')'=-lr i ¢_(_)cot d_
and the constant ¢0 is given _ by
¢0=1 _ ¢,t(_)d_
The combined transformations.--It will he useful to
combine the various transformations into one. We
obtain from equations (5) and (10) an expression as
follows :
_-=2acosh log .+ 1 za (24)
or we can also obtain a power series deveh)pment in z
a_ a 2 (l 3
_,- e,+ Z+z+z_+-_+ • • • (25)
where _ o. = k.+, + a2h.__
The const_mts k. may be obtained in a convenient
recursion form as
2/:z = ]ClC_- 2e2
3].'3 k2C_+ 2klCz + 3C3
The constants h,, have the same form as k. but with
each c_ replaced by -c_ (and h0-1). It will be re-
1_ "File constant ¢0 is in_ariant to (.hallge of origin (::,ee tl 200 ) It shonld he
remarked that tile Irarlslation fly tile vector c_ is Ollly it malter of I'OIIVPIti_II(X" alltl
iS esl_e(ially Ily;eflll [ilr _._+ry irreguhtr s[llll)l_s For a study ol the properties of airfoil
shaI)es we shrill iis(_ o:112, the ori.'inat _(_1 [.urve, (Fi'.', 10(a) )
1_ By eqllaliol_s (51 :_td _[0_ we h:tve
_-ze t z"+_ e 1 z_
• . • I z,,
The eonstllnt k. i_ t]ll15 t_le cot, tllClellt of z. iii the PX_:)glISIUI1 ofe l|n_t tile (onstan I
h. the (,oetli_.it_nt oI _4 ir_ tl_t + expt_nsio:l of e 1 z,, For tile recllrsioll form for k.
f,ee NnlJtllgorli_l[1 Mat+letllatii_l Formul:t, arid qN_blfs of Eliiptic Functions, p 120.
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called that the values of c, are given by the coefficients
of the Fourier expansion of ¢(_) as
and
cn
R"-Tr 0 ¢(¢)e1"+(1¢ where R=ae+o
27r
Tile first few terms of equation (25) arc then as
follows :
Ci 2 C_ 3
= z + c_+ c_ + 2z + tl2-_ c3 + c2c' -_-z_ 6 -- cla2 __ . . . (25')
By writing Zl=:Z+Cl, equation (25) is east into the
nnrlnal fornl
+hi b_'=e_ + _+ . . . (26)
The constants b, may be evaluated directly in terms
of a, or may he obtained merely by replacing _b(e) by
_b_ (¢) in the foregoing vames for a,.
The series given by equations (25) and (26) may be
inverted anti z or z_ developed as a p<lwer series in _'.
Then
(I1 a 2+ a_c__ ale1 _+ 2a2cl + a3 + a_2 . . . (27)
z(_) = _ c_- _ - _._ _:_
ftn(I
bl 62 b3*bl _
z,(_):_- _. U i-:' ... (28)
The various transformations have been l)erformed
for the l)urpose of transfornling the flow pattern of a
_, / \ /
• \ _ ].\
FlrilfitE If" Slreamlines a[tluI circle ',',ilh zero ('ireuhLtitm (shown by the flIll
lillesi Q= - I'sinh _ sin ,f-eoil_;lan!
circle into the [low pattern of an airfoil. We are thus
led immediately to the well-known prohlenl of deter-
nlining the inost general ty])e of irrotational flow
srolln(t a circle satisfying certain specified houndary
contlitions.
The flow about a eircle.--The hnnndary conditions
to be satisfied are: The circle must be a streamline of
flow and, at infinity, the velocity tnust have a given
magnitude and direction. Let us choose the _ axis as
corresponding to the direction of the velocity at
infinity. Then the problem stated is equivalent to
that of an infinite circular cylinder moving parallel to
the _ axis with velocity Vin a fluid at rest at infinity.
The general complex flow potential t7 for a circle of
radius R, and velocity at. infinity V parallel to the x
axis is
_V(z+R_ iv zW(Z) z]-_ log/_ (29)
X
where P is a real constant parameter, known as the
\
I"
FIGI;RE 12,--Slreamlines ahnuI circle for V=0 Q= -%u=constant
circulation. It is defined its ,_v,ds along any closed
curve inch)sing the cylinder, _', being the velocity
along the tangent at each point.
Writing z = Re .+_ and w = 1" +iQ, equation (29) be-
coines
iI"
w = - V eosh(u + i_) - 2_.( # + i_) (29')
or P= - V eosh u cos _+ ¢
Q=- Vsinh _ sm _-,_ j
For the velocity conlponents, we have
dw Vi'I _R2_ iI" (30)
dz =u-ie=- \ z _} 2_rz
In Figures 11 and 12 are shown the streamlines for
the cases F= 0, and V= 0, respectively. The cylinder
experiences no resultant force in these cases since all
streamlines are symmetrical with respect to it.
The stagnation points, that is, points for which u
dw= 0
and v are both zero, are obtained as the roots of dz "
This eqnation has two roots.
iF ± -V'16r_R_V 2- F z
.% 4 _rV
and we may distinguish different types of flow accord-
ing as the d_scriminant 16_r_R_V _- F _ is positive, zero,
or negative. We recall here that a conformal trans-
formation w=f(z) ceases to be conformal at points
dw
where _ vanishes, and at a stagnation point the flow
divides and the streamline possesses a singularity.
1_ Reference 4, p, 56 or reference 5, p, 118. The log term must be added because
the region outside the inflmtc (:ylin(ter (the poi_3t at infinity excluded) is doubly
¢_onneeted and therefore we must inclu_le the possibility of cyt_lic motion>
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The different types of flow that result according
as the parameter F2 >_-16w2R2V 2 are represented in
<
Figure 13. In the first case (fig. 13 (a)), which will not
interest us later, the stagnation point occurs as a
douhle point, in tile fluid on the _ axis, and all fluid
uithin this streamline circulates in closed orbits around
the circle, while the rest of the fluid passes downstream.
In the second case (fig. 13 (b)), the stagnation points
are together at S on the circle Re i_° and in the third
case (fig. 13 (c)) they are symmetrically located on the
circle. We have noted then that as I' increases from
0 to 4_rRV the stagnation points move downward on
(_)
(b)
:_(c)
FIGURE 13.--Streamlines about circle
[from Lagally--nandbuch der Physik
F
Bd. VIII Q = Vslnh u sin _--2_ru=con-
stant (a) FI > 16_r_R1t't (b) l'i = 161r_R_; "2
(c) r_<( 161r_R*I"2
the circle Re i¢ from the
axis toward the ,7 axis.
Upon further increase in
F they leave the circle and
are located on the n axis in
the fluid.
Conversely, it is clear
that the position of the
stagnation points can de-
termine the circulation F.
This fact will be shown to
be significant for wing-
section theory. At pres-
ent, we note that when
both F and V# 0 a ntarked
dissymmetry exists in the
streamlines with respect to
the circle. They are sym-
metrical about the _ axis
but are not symmetrical
about the _ axis. Since
they are closer together on
the tipper side of the circle
than on the lower side, a
resultant force exists per-
pendicular to the motion.
We shall now combine
the transformation (27)
and the flow formula for
the circle equation (29) and ohtain the general complex
flow potential giving the 2-dimensional irrotational flow
about an airfoil shape, and indeed, about any closed
curve for which the Riemann theoreln applies.
The flow around the airfoil.--In Figure 14 are
given, in a convenient way, the different complex
planes and transforinations used thus far. The com-
plex flow potential in the z plane for a circle of radius
R origin at the center has been given as
w (z) = - V(z ' R2\ i r.
. _-)-_og z (29)
where V, the velocity at infinity, is in the direction of
the negative _ axis. Let us introduce a parameter to
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permit of a change in the direction of flow at infinity
by the angle a which will be designated angle oj atlac_"
and defined by the direction of flow at infinity _Sth
respect to a fixed axis on the body, in this case the
axis _=0. This flow is obtained simply by writing
ze "_ for z in equation (29) and represents a rotation of
iy _ P/c, ne
-2 0 ,,M ....
T
+ ec/,O -.
_" "P/o'Te °s'f/o_"
i
T -
a)
,/
/
0
, ,,3f l--
\_/ o._%
FIGURE 14.--The collected transformations
the entire flow field about the circle by angle a.
have
R 2
= _ V(ze,.+_e_,.'X it.(z)W )-_tog z
dw
--=u-iv
dz
R _
= Ve,,_(l___e_2,:) iF2_rz
We
(31)
(32)
Since a conformal transformation maps streamlines
and potential lines into streamlines and potential lines,
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we may obtain tile complex flow potentials in tile
various planes by substitutions. For the flow about
the circle in tile zl plane, z is replaced by zl- cl
. _ R'2e-a'q il'. .w(z,) = - V (z,-c,)e "+ (_J-_tog(z,-e,) (31')
d,c _ I,_,.E I R'e -_''""] iv (32')dz,= (z_:_J 2.(z,- c,)
For the tlow about tile B curve in the z' plane, z is
replaced hy z(z') (the inverse of eq. (10a)) and for the
flow about the airfoil in tile _" plane z is replaced by
z(_') fi-om equation (27)
/2
IV(_) = -D[z(_)e_+_¢_)e-'_] iF-_ log z(i-) (33)
'!!t'=[-_ I,)'"(1 R2e-2'"] iF "]dz(_') (34),t_- L -_/ 2r[z(i-)lJd(i-)
The tlow fields at infinity for all these transformations
have been made to coincide in magnitude and direction.
At this point attention is directed to two important
facts. First, in the previous analysis the ori_nal
closed curve may differ from an airfoil shape. The
formulas, when convergent, are applicable to any
ch)sed curve satisfying the general requirements of
tile Riemann theorem. However, the peculiar ease of
numerical evaluations for streamline shapes is note-
worthy and significant. The second important fact is
that the parameter I' which as yet is completely unde-
termined is readily determined for airfoils and toa
discussion of this statement the next section is devoted.
It will be seen that airfoils may be regarded as fixing
their own circulation.
Kutta-Joukowsky method for fixing the cireula-
tion.--All contours used in practice as airfoil profiles
possess the common property of terminating in either
a cusp or sharp corner at the trailing edge (a point of
two tangents). Upon transforming the circle into an
shall find that d_ is infinite atairfoil by _=J(z), we
the trailing edge if the tail is perfectly sharp (or very
large if the tail is almost sharp). This implies that
the numerical value of the velocity _ d_ =[_l,h,,is
infinite (or extremely large) provided the factor ]_
i
is not zero at the tail. There is but one value of the
circulation that avoids infinite velocities or gradients
of pressure at the tail and this fact gives a practical
basis for fixing the circulation.
Tile concept of the ideal fluid in irrotational poten-
tial flow implies no dissipation of energy, however large
the velocity at any point. The circulation being a
measure of the energy in a fluid is unaltered and inde
pendent of time. In particular, if the circulation is
zero to begin with, it can never be different from zero.
However, since all real fluids have viscosity, a better
physics] concept of tiw ideal fluid is to endow the
fuid with infinitesimal viscosity so that. there is then
no dissipation of energy for finite velocities and pres-
sure gradients, but for infinite velocities, energy losses
would result. Moreover, by Bernoulli's principle the
pressure would become infinitely negative, whereas a
real fluid can not sustain absolute negative pressures
and the assumption of incompressibility becomes in-
valid long before this condition is reached. It shouhl
then be postulated that nowhere in the ideal fluid from
the physical concept should the velocity become
. Idwl
infinite. It is clear that the tactor Idz ! must then be
zero at the trailing edge in order to avoid infinite
velocities. It is then precisely the sharpness of the
trailing edge which furnishes us the following basis for
fixing the circulation.
• dw
It will be recalled that the equation _= 0 deter-
mines two stagnation points symmetrically located on
the circle, the position of which varies with the value
of the circulation and conversely the position of a
stagnati_)n point determines the circulation. In this
paper the x axis of the airfoil has been chosen so that
the negative end (0=_r) passes through the trailing
edge. From the calculation of t=_-0 (by eq. (13))
the value of ¢ corresponding to any value of 0 is deter-
mined as _o= 0 + t, in particular at 8 - r, _o- r +/3, where
fl is the value of _ at the tail and for a given airfoil is a
geometric constant (although numerically it varies
with the choice of axes). This angle fl is of consid-
erable significance and for good reasons is called the
angle of zero lift. The substance of the foregoing
discussion indicates that the point z-Re "'+_) = -Re _
is a stagnation point on the circle. Then for this value
of z, we have by equation (32)
dw (1 -- R2e-21"'_ il'd_ = - Ve'"_ z_ / - 2_ = 0
or F=-2rRVie "_+_) (1--e -2'(_+_')
= 4rR V( e t(,+n) -2ie- '("+_)]/
= 4rRV sin (a + t3) (35)
This value of the circulation is then suificient to
make the trailing edge a stagnation point for any value
of a. The airfoil may be considered to equip itself
with that amount of circulation which enables the
fluid to flow past the airfoil with a mininmm energy
loss, just as electricity ttowing in a flat plate will dis-
tribute itself so that the heat loss is a mininmm. The
final justification for the Kutta assumption is not only
its plausibility, but also the comparatively good agree-
ment with experimental results. Figure 15 (b) shows
the streamlines around an airfoil for a flow satisfying
the Kutta condition, and Figures 15 (a) and 15 (c) illus-
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trate cases for which the circulation is respectively too
small and too large, the stagnation point being then on
FmraF. 15. (a) Flow with
circulation snlaller than for
Kutta condition; (t)) flow
salisfying Kuttacondition;
(el lh)w with circulation
greater than for Kutta
condition
the upper and lower surfaces, re-
spectively. For these hitter cases,
the coml)lete flow is deternfinablc
only if, together with the angle of
attack, the circulation or a stag-
nation point is specified.
Velocity at the surface.--The
th)w fornlulas for the entire fiehl
arc now uniquely determined by
snl)stituting the value of r in equa-
tions (33) and (34). We are, hnw-
ever, in a position to obtain much
simpler and more convenient re-
lations fer the boundary curves
themselves. Indeed, we are chiefly
intcrcstcd in the velocity at the
surface of the airfoil, which velocity is tangential to
the surface, since the airfoil contour is a streanfline of
flow. The numerical value of the velocity at the
surface of the airfoil is
-- dw dw. d_' dz'
We shall evaluate each of these factors in turn. From
eqnations (32 and (35)
dw ( R2 e 2,_ i4_rRVsifi(a+_)z=- Ve'" l-z2 ] 27rz
At the boundary surface z::Re _, and
dw
dz - I_a-(l e-2""+_ )-2iI'e -_ sin(a+ fl)
or
and
dw
(t_ - I'e _¢[(e '(''_ e -"°+_)) +2i sin(a _- B)]
= - 2iI'e-W[sin(a +,;) +sin(a+ B)I
dd_'= 2 V[sin (a - _,) =- sin (a -_ ¢)1
In general, for arbitrary l" we lind that
,_iw:., I" r
(tz, - sin (a+¢" +:2_-/_
To evahlate I_1_7,[we start with relation (10)
_,,c,
_n
At. the boundary surface
z' = ze _-¢'°-" where _= _ - 0 and z =ae _0+_
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= 1 + ide ] (37')
(t¢ (1_ .(it} .tt_
=Z\- ,t_ J=) . ..... ,i_'
da l, it0
i ' i (t_ X"
=e__%'_ "-IdO ]
l-S-.(to
By equation (5)
37)
(/2
: z'+ , and at, the t)ounttarv z' = ace÷'°, or
2
._ 2,t cosh(¢+i0)
(t_ oa . , , ,. d(¢+ iO)
smnf¢,± _0) dz'
2 sinh (¢ + iO)e-(_+_9.
.dr
Then dz i =4e-_ (sinh_¢_ c°s_0--c°sh_¢ sin"0)
__4e-_ (sinh_¢, + sin:0)
b = 2e-__n20 (38)and
Then finally
Idwl ',dw (tz! ]dz_'dzl Id ,
/
l'[sin ((_+ _) + sin (a +/_) ]/1 +
\ (39):=
"_'/(sinh_¢-b sin:0)( 1 +t,d0/(tl_'__]
In this formula the circulation is given by equation
(35). In general, for an arbitrary value of F (see
equation (36')), the equation retains its form and is
given by
E a,)
.... ...... =' 140)
yf};i,,#_ + + sin20)(l + ( d_ _'_do/ l
For the special case r= 0, we get
,. , , d_ ¢o
I sn,(a+,z)(l-_-o)e
I_' (sinh'¢ + sin_O)(.1 + ((t-0))
Equation (40) is a general result giving the velocity
at any point of the surface of an arbitrary airfoil see-
lion, with arbitrary circulation for any angle of attack
a. Equation (39) represents the important special
case ill which the circulation is spccitied by the Kutta
condition. The various synlbols are functions only of
the coordinates (x, y) of the airfoil boundary and ex-
pressions for them have already been given. In Tables
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I and I[ are given numerical results for different air-
foils, and explanation is there made of the methods of
calculation and use of the formulas developed.
We have immediately by equation (3) the value of
the pressure p at any point of the surfaee in terms of
the pressure at, infinity as
Some theoretical pressure dislrihution curves are given
at the cml of this ret)nrt and comparisnn is there made
with experimental results. These comparisons, it will
he seen, wilhin a large range of angles (d attack, are
strikingly good? s
GENERAL WING-SECTION CHARACTERISTICS
The remainder of this report will be devoted to a
discussion of the parameters of the airfoil shape affect-
ing aerodynamic properties with a view to determining
airfoil shapes satisfying preassigned properties. This
discussion will not only furnish an illuminating sequel
Px
FI_WfLE 16.
to the foregoing analysis leading to a number of new
results, but will also unify mueh of the existing theory
of the airfoil. In the next section we shall obtain
some expressions for the integrated eharaeteris, t ies of
the airfoil. We start with the expressions for total
lift and total moment, first developed by Blasius.
Blasius' formulas.--Let C in Figure 16 represent a
closed streamline contour in an irrotational fluid field.
Blasius' formulas give expressions for the total force
anti moment exl)erienced by C in terms of the complex
velocity l)otential. They may he ohtaine(t in the foL
lowing simple manner. We have for the total forces
in the x and y directions
I'_ = - f p,ds = - f pdy
C C
1"_ f p_(ls=: f pdx
c C
P, iP_ - f p(dy +idx)
C
i_ A paper devoted to more extenMve appli(.ations to [)re_ntMay airfoils is in
progress.
The pressure at any point is
]) = 1)o- _pl32
Then,
where the bar denotes conjugate complex qmmtities.
Since C is a streamline, v,dy-_,¢tx = O. Adding the
quantity
ip f (v_+ ivy) O,_dy - v_dx) = 0
C
to the last equation, we get. _9
t', iPv=_)Ofc(V ,-ivv)2(dx+ idy)
iv r/ dw'C_"
2 c _,dz/1 (42)
The differential of the moment of the resultant
force about the origin is,
d:ll0 = p(x dx+ y dy)
= R. P. of p[x dx+y dy+i(ydx-xdy)]
=R. P. ofpzdz
where "R. P. of" denotes the real part of the complex
quantity. We have from the previous results
-- ip[(tw_'.
d(P_-iP_) = -i p dz= .j \(_] dz
p(d %'
Then d:llo=-R. P. of_\dz]Zdz
fddw_' z
and :_1o=-R. P. of,_ c\dz] dz (43)
Let us now for completeness apply these fornmlas to
the airfoil A in the _"plane (fig. 14) to derive the Kutta-
Joukowsky classical formula for the lift force. By
equation (32) we have
dw ;r Rq,"e- t_
-dz = - I e t"- _ + z_
and by equation (25)
de=, __! _a_
dz " z 2 z 3 " " '
Then
dw dw dz
= _ Ve,,,_irl_+(Rqre-,__a,Ve,,,) 1
• 2rz z-_+ " ' "
I_ ('[ BlaSillS, It: ZS. f..'S t 1> ys Bd. 58 F, 93 and }td, ,59 S. 43, 1910.
Sirnilarly,
• i7(, ),-P.+tP,-- -- '2 , ¢'_ ,:Z,
a less convenient relation to use than (421.
Note that when the region about C is regular the value of the integral (42) remains
lmeha_lged by i_ltegrating ahollt an) other ellrve enclosing C.
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and
where
zt, = V_e 2"
AL = iVe ''F
7F
zt2 = -- 2R2V 2+ 2al I'Ze_ ....
Then
;0r {d_vy
ip ../dw\ 2 de ,
= [)o(27fiAt)
= - ie f_ oVF
Therefore
l'.=pVl'sin :}P_ = p I'l' cos
and are the components of a force pit which is per-
pendieular to the direction of the stream at infinity.
Thus the resultant lift force experienced by the airfoil is
L = pVI" (44)
and writing for the circulation I' the value given by
equation (35)
L=4_RpV 2 sin (a+B) (45)
The monmnt of the resultant lift force about the
origin j"= 0 is obtained as
Mo:R. P. of-_ _\_-) s d_
=R. r. of-_ _/d_'''j(_)¢_d:
C\ Z Z
(c,+z-Fa;+:_-t-..)(1-_+..)dz
=R. P. of-_2_i (coefficient of z -_)
=R. P. of-_2_ri (A_ _ A_cl)
or, z_10 is the imaginary part of rp(A2 + Ale1). After
putting _0 c, = me _ and a, = b"d _ we get
.][o = 2_pI'_b _sin 2 (a + 7) + pVl" rtl cos (a + (3) (46)
The results given by equations (44) and (46) have
physical significance and are invariant to a transforma-
s_ It may be recalled that el---- ,f ¢(¢)e ¢tl¢ an I al=a +_ +el. (See eq, (25').)
T 0
lion of origin as may be readily verified by employing
equations (26) and (32') and integrating around the C,
circle in the z_ plane. It is indeed a remarkable fact
that tile total integrated characteristics, lift and loca-
tion of lift, of the airfoil depend on so few parameters
of the transf,)rmation as to I)e ahnost independent of
the shape of the contour. The parameters R, _, at,
and c, involved in these relations will 1)e discussed in a
later paragraph.
We shall ol>tain an interesting result _: by taking
moments about the point _=c_ instead of tit(, origin.
(M in tig. 17.) By equation (25) we have,
2 Z
and t)3 equation (43)
2(l)
,,,, ,,.o,: c,,+
= h'. t'. of- _ f(Ao + z!'+".1' !_ ...))<
(z+¢;_+_:+ . . .)(1-a''z _v' .)dz
= R. P. of - i_oA_
or
-2el
.il.,t :: 2_rb:v l': sin 2(a + V) (47)
O f _/O t_¢
Fl(;t RE 17. Moment arlll frolll ).1 OHIO tile lift ve(qur
This result could have been obtained directly from
equation (46) by noticing that pVF in tile second term
is the resultant lift force L and that Ln, cos (a _)
represents a inoment which vamsbes at .'lI for all values
nf a. (In fig. 17 the complex coordinate of M is
_--: n_e*a, the arm 0II _s m cos (a +6).) The ])erpet|dic-
ular hi from M onto the resultant lift vector is siml)ly
obtained from MM-- LhM,
as
h bz sin 2 (c, _ -_)
_=2R sin (a+ _) (4S)
The intersection of the resultant lift vector with the
chord or axis of the airfoil locates a point wtfich n|ay
be considered the center of pressure. The anlount of
travel of the center of pressure with change in angle
of attack is an important characteristic t)f airfoils,
especially for considerations of stability, and will be
discussed in a later paragraph.
_1 First obtained I,y R. yon Mises. (Reference 60 The _ork t_! _ o_1 I_,[ises forms
an elegant geometrical study of the airfoil.
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Tile lift force has been found to be proportional to
sin (a+ B) or writing a+ fl al
L = 4rpRV 2 sin al (49)
where a_ may be termed the absolute angle of attack.
Sinfilarly writing a+ _=a._
2_1M = 27rb_pV 2 sin 2a2 (50)
With yon Mises (reference 6, Pt. II) we shall denote
the axes determined by passing lines through M at
angles/3 and _, to the x axis as the first and second axes
of the airfoil, respectively. (Fig. 18.) The directions
of these axes alone are important and these are (ixe(t
with respect to a given airfoil. Then the lift L is
proportional to the sine of the angle of attack with
respect to the first axis and the moment about .l/ to
C_
OF ARBITRARY WING SECTIONS
If this moment is to be independent of a, the coeffi-
cients of sin 2a and cos 2a must vanish.
Then
b_cos 2_,=Rr cos (B+a)
and
b_ sin 2y=Rr sin(B+ a)
tIence,
b2
r-/_and a=2"y- B
Then if we move the reference point of the nmment to
b2 _
a point F whose radius vector from M is/_e '(2. _>, the
moment existing at F i:'. for all angles of attack con-
stant, and given by
,_arr= 2 rob 2V: sin 2 (y -/3) (51 )
M
f,i l
FI¢;URE 18.--Illustrating the geometrical properties of an airfoil (axes and lift parabola of the R. A. F. 19 airfoil)
the sine of twice the angle of attack with respect to
the second axis.
From equation (47) we note that the moment at any
point Q whose radius vector from ]1 is re _, is given by
.'iIo=27rpb'V 2 sin 2(a+ _) -Lr cos (a+ a)
Let us deterlninc whether there exist particular
values of r and a for which 211,_is independent of the
angle of attack a. Writing for L its value given by
equation (45),
Mo= 2rpb_V _sin 2(a + 3') - 4_pRrV 2 sin (a +/3) cos (a + a)
And separating this trigonometrically
__1o= 21rpV2[(b 2 cos 2")'- _r cos (/9+ a)) sin 2a
+ (b 2 sin 2.y-Rr sin (O+#)) cos 2a
-Rr sin (B- a)]
It has thus been shown that with every airfoil pro-
file there is associated a point F for which the moment
is independent of the angle of attack. A change in
lift force resulting from a change in angle of attack
distributes itself so that its moment about F is zero.
From equation (47) it may be noted that at zero lift
(i. e., a = -/3) the airfoil is subject to a moment couple
which is, in fact, equal to _lp. This moment is often
termed "diving moment" or "moment for zero lift."
If 2_lr is zero, the resultant lift force must pass through
F for all angles of attack and we thus have the state-
ment that the airfoil has a constant center of pressure,
if and only if, the moment for zero lift is zero.
The point F, denoted by yon Mises as the focus of
the airfoil, will be seen to have other interesting prop-
erties. We note here that its construction is very
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b-'
sinlple. It lh, s at a distance _ from 31 on a line making
angle 2y ¢__Jlh respect to the x axis. From Figure
lS we see that the angle belween this line and the first
axis is bisected by tile secon,t axis.
The arm hv froIn F onto the resultant lift vector L
(t_. is designated FT in Figure 18; note also that. kT,
being perpendicular to L, nmst he parallel to the direc-
t.ion of tlow; the line TI" is drawn parallel to the first
axis and therefore angle VTF a - B) is obtained as
hp J[v b_ sin 2(0-_,)
b:'
or setting h=_R sir, 2(fl 71)
h
he= sin(a +-B) (52
But h,- is paralM to the direction of a, and the. relation
h= -hF sin (c_+ B) states then that the projection of
he onto the line througl, I,' perpendicular to the first.
axis is equal to the constant h (h. is designated FI' in
the figure) for all angles of atlack. In other words,
the pedal points T determined by the intersection of
hF anti L for all positions of the lift vector L lie on a
straight line. (Tile line is determined I13, T and 1" in
fig. 18.) The paraboht is the only curve having the
property that pedal points of the perpendiculars
dropped from its focus onto any tangent lie on a
straight line, that line being the tangent at the vertex.
This may lie shown analytically by noting that the
equation of L for a coordinate systern having F as
origin and FI" as negative x axis is
xsin m t-ycosm=hF= h
sir* a +/3)
By differentiating with respect to a_ '= a _ _ and elim-
inating at we get the equation of the curve which the
lines L envelop as y_ = 4h (x i h).
in Figure 18, it may he seen
MF=_ is bisected at ,_; by the
From triangle /"I'S
that the distance
line TI'; for since
FV=h=2R sir, 2(y-B)andangle/,'SV=2(_ 7) then
b_
SF= 2I( It has thus been shown that tile resultant lift
vectors envelop, in general, a parabola whose focus is
at F and whose direetrix is the first axis. The second
axis and its perpendicular at 3I, it may be noted, art,
also tangents to the parabola being, hy definition, the
resultant lift vectors for a = 7 anti a=,_-% respec-
tively.
If the constant h redn('es to zero, the lift vectors
reduce to a pencil of lines through F. Thus a constant
center of pressure is given by h.- 0 or sin 2@t-7)- 0
which is equivalent to stating that the first and second
axes coincide. The lift. parabola opens downward
when the first axis is above the second axis (_>7); it
reduces to a pencil of lines when the two axes are
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coincident (_=y) and opens hi)ward when the second
axis is above the first (N<_'r
W. Mfiller '_' introduced a third axis which has some
interesting prt)perties. Defining the complex coordi-
nate f_ as the centroid of the circulation by
,, (tw
,,-,,=
and using equations (25) anti (32) one obtains
'f!) c, - x, +i?to
where
t [R sin _+_ sin la = 2v)]]
or,,= 2 sin (a _- _) _.
1 b_ / (53)
Y" = 2 sirlia-i_] [R cos a-)_ cos (a q :Z-x)]i
The equation of the lift vector lines refi, rretl to the
t)rigin at Jl trod x axis drawn through M is
b2 sin (a+'r)
x cos a y sin a= 211 sin (c_+ 5i (54)
and it may. be seen that the point (x(,, y_) satisfies this
, equatitm. The centroid of tile circulation then lies on
the lift vectors. By elimination of a from equation
(53) tree finds as the locus ,)f (x0, y0)
] 2x.[R cos ft--it-cos (_ 2y)]+2yo[R sin B
b2 . b_ ([55)
! "R -sin (B 2y)]:-R z R _
which is the equation of a line, tire third axis, and
proves to be a tangent to the lift parabola. Geomet-
rically, it is the perpendicular bisector of the line FF'
joining tile focus to the point of intersection of the
first axis with the circle. (Fig. 18.)
The conformal centroid of the contour. It has
already 1)een seen that the l)oint M ha_ sl>ecial inter-
esting properties. The transformati(m fi'fmt the air-
foil to the circle having .11 as center was exl)ressed in
the normal fornt and perntitted of it very sntal] tit)
curve. (See It. 18S.) It was also shown that the
moment with respect to 31 is simply prf)portitmal to
the sin(, of twice the angle of attack with respect to
the secontl axis. We may note, too, that in the pres-
entation of this report tile coordinate of JI, f= c_
27r
= R f ¢(:'_(1¢, is a function only of the first harmonie
7r 0
of the ¢(¢) curve.
We shall now f)btain if significant l)rol)erty of .1I
invariant with respect to the transfornmtion from air-
foil to cirr'h'. We start with the evaluatiun of the
integral
?dz
4f;_ti d'_
_ Riqerenve 7, I) ](i!_. A lso ZS ftlr ._.llg .Math. I1 _l@(.h. t1,1 3 S 117, 1923
Airfoils hltvillg I13(' sRnl_. _ first * _(ond, gild third Itx_s life nlike [h(,oreli(.ally ill
h)tal lift l)r(lpertivs ;trial also ill Iravel of tile (.elitcr of |)ressHr(ar i. 0 , tf]ey h_i;e file
SalnO lift l)ltrlt[)(i]ll
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where ,'1 is the airfoil contour, ds tile differential of
arc alon_ A, and d_'• as will be recalled, is the magnl-
fication factor of the transfi)rmation _'=J'(z) mapping
airfoil into circle; i. e., each element ds of A when
(]2 . ,
magnified by a_i gives dS the differential of arc in the
plane of tile circle, i. e., [dz]. Then we ]lave,
fa ¢ i:ll;' ds _ fi'(z)[dz[ and by equation (25),
2_-
• R _ •
2_ R cz
= c, fdS = c, afi dzc E_ ds
B
Then
(tz;ds
c, :: (tz , (56)
f a_ os
The point ,11 of the airfoil is thus the conformal cen-
troid obtained by giving each element of the contour
a weight, equal to the magnification of that element,
which results when tbe airfoil is transformed into a
circle, the region at infinity being unaltered. It lies
within any convex region enclosing the airfoil contour. _a
ARBITRARY AIRFOILS AND THEIR RELATION TO
SPECIAL TYPES
The total lift and moment experienced by the air-
fi>il have been seen to depend on but a few parameters
of the airfoil shape. The resultant lift force is com-
pletely determined for a particular angle of attack by
only the radius R and the angle of zero lift 6. The
moment almut the origin depends, in a(hlitian, on the
complex (.om_tants ct and (/_ or, what is the sqme, on
the position of the confi)rnm[ eentroid 3I and the focus
F. The constants c_ and a_ were also shown (see foot-,
note 20) to depend only on the first and second har-
monies of the t(¢) curve. Before studying these
parameters for the case of the arbitrary airfoil, it will
he instructive to begin with special airfoils and treat
these from the point of view of the "conformal angular
distortion " [¢(¢,)] curve.
Flow about the straight line or flat plate.--As a
first approximation to the theory of actual airfoils,
there is the one which considers the airfoil section to
be a straight line. It has been seen that the line of
length 4a is ohtained by transforming a circle of radius
(/2
a, center at the origin, by _'=z+ - The region ex-
z
t_ Cf. P. Frank _md K, I.owner, Math. Zs lid. 3, S. 7_,, 1!)19. .Also reference 5,
p. 146.
ternal to the line 4a in the _ plane maps uniquely into
the region external to the circle Iz] a. A point Q of
the line corresponding to a point P at ae [e is obtained
by simply adding the vectors ate _8+ e -_) or completing
the parallelogram OPQP'.
For 6=0, we have froln equation (6)
x=2acosh _bcos 0=2a cos0
y=2asinh 6sin0=0
Then the parameters for this case are R=a, _3=0,
a_ a _ (i. e., b a, y 0),and ,11 is at the origin O.
Taking the Kutta assumption for determining the
circulation we have,
the circulation, I' = 4_r(/V sin a
the lift, L 47rapV 2 sin a
moment about .lI, .11_ 2ra2pV 2 sin 2a (57)
b_
position of Fisat z_ =Cl+Re'e*-_)=a
Since fl=% we know that the travel of the center of
pressure vanishes and that the center of pressure is at
E'_ E
FIGURE 19,
For at one-fourth the length of the line from the lea(l-
ing edge. The complex flow potential for this case is
. a: e__.] +,/_F log z(_.)
r(_ : - I [z(_)e'_+z( _ (58)
where z(_) _ _- /[_ _ 2 is the inverse of equation
=2--yL_1 -(/
(5), Since _(_,) _(_) =0 for this case, equation (39)
giving the velocity at the surface reduces to
Isin (=_ +,') - ]
v=V \2_ ![for I'=47raVsin a,
sin_ J
(sin (¢+_))
anti by equation (41 ) r = l" \ - s_;_-_--/for I"= 0.
Flow about the elliptic cylinder.--If equation (5)
is applied to a circle with center at the origin and
radius ae_, the ellipse ([ig. t9)
.r2 y2
(2,_ cosh6) e + (2a-sinh_b) _= 1
is obtained in the _ plane and the region external to
this ellipse is mapped uniquely into the region external
to the circle. The same transformation also trans-
forms this external region into the region internal to
the inverse circle, radius <te-_. We note that a point
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Q of the ellipse corresponding to P at ae _+_ is
obtained by simply completing the parallelogram
OPQP' (fig. 19) where P' now terminates on the circle
ae-¢'. The parameters are obtained as R=ae_, fl-O,
a, = as, M is at the origin 0. Then, assuming the rear
stagnation point at the end of the major axis,
F =4rae_V sin
L=4_rpaeC'V 2 sin a
_]IM = 27ra_pV 2 sin 2a
Since _ = % the point F is the center of pressure for all
angles of attack and is located at zv=ae-¢ from O or a
distance ae_ from the leading edge. The quantity
EF ae_ cosh ¢ _ sinh ¢ 1 (1 +tanh¢)
EE' 2a(e_'+e-¢) 4 cosh _b =4
represents the ratio of the distance of F from tile
leading edge to the major diameter of the ellipse.
The complex flow potential is identical with that
given by equation (58) for the flat plate, except that
the quantity a_ in the numerator of the second term is
replaced by the constant a"e _. Since ¢(_,) = constant,
¢(_) = 0 and equation (39) giving the velocity at each
point of the surface for a stagnation point at end of
major axis becomes
v= V [sin (_+ a) +sin a]e_ (59)
a/s_nh _¢ + sin_,
and for zero circulation by equation (41) "
v- V sin(_+a)e_ (59')
_/sinh 2¢/+ sin'-'_o
Circular are sections.--It has been shown that
_=z+a; applied to a circle withthe transformation
center at z = 0 and radius a gives a straight line in the
t" plane, and when applied to a circle with center z = 0
and radius different from a gives an ellipse in the _
plane. We now show that if it is nsed to transform a
Circle with center at z=is (s being a real number) and
radius _, a circular arc results. The coordinates
of the transform of the circle C in the _"plane 'ire given
by equation (6) as
x=2acosh ¢cos0
y = 2a shah _b sin 0
A relation between ¢_ and 0 can be readily obtained.
In right triangle 0,1.119 (fig. 20), O:tl= s, angle O:_ID= O,
and recalling that the product of segments of any
chord through O i._ equal to a 2, OD=y_ (OP-OP_)-
a (e_-e-_) =a slnh ¢. Then s sin 0 =a sinh ¢, and from2
the equation for y, y = 2s sin20. Eliminating both 0 and
¢ in equation (6) we get
x_ + (y + (a_'= s'_'_(a2 + s_ '\ s //-\-s--/ (60)
the equation of a circle; but since y can have only
positive values, we are limited to a circular arc. In
fact, as the point P in Figure 20 moves from A' to A
on the circle, the point Q traverses the arc A_' At and
as P completes the circuit AA' the arc is traversed in
the opposite direction. As in the previous cases, we
note that the point Q corresponding to either P or to
the inverse and reflected point P' is obtained by com-
pleting the parallelogram OPQP'. We may also note
y C¢:r-ve _'tr ,_*_°
_-- J7
I
M"
FIGURE 20.--The circular arc airfoil
that had the arc AtAI' been preassigned with the
requirement of transforming it into the circle, the most
convenient choice of origin of coordinates would be
the midpoint of the line, length 4a, joining the end
points. The curve B then resulting from using trans-
formation (5) would be a circle in the z' plane, center
at z'= is, and the theory developed in the report could
be directly applied to this continuous closed B curve.
"B_ P
Aj /A ',\BL_x.j/P' /
I_ICkURE 21.--Discontinuoils 13 curve
lIad another axis and origin been chosen, e. g., as in
Figure 21, the B curve resulting would have finite
discontinuities at A and A', although the are Aj.'t_' is
still obtained by completing the parallelogram OPQP'.
The parameters of the are A_A_' of chord length 4a,
and maximum height 2s are then, R=_f_,
fl=tan -as- The focus F may be constructed hy
erecting a perpendicular to the chord at A' of length s
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and projecting its extremity on 3IA'. The center 31'
of the arc also lies on this line.
The infinite sheet having the circular arc as cross
section contains as a special case the flat plate, and
thus permits of a better approximation to the mean
camber line of actual airfoils. The complex flow poten-
tial and the formulas for the velocity at the surface
for the circular arc are of the same form as those
given in the next section for the Joukowsky airfoil,
where also a simple geometric interpretation of the
parameters _ and ¢J are given.
Joukowsky airfoils.--If equation (5) is applied to
a circle with center at z = s, s being a real number, and
with radius R=a+s, a symmetrical Joukowsky air-
foil (or strut form) is obtained. The general Joukow-
sky airfoil is obtaine(t when the transformation
a _
_'= z+ is applied to a circle C passing through the
z
point z=-a and containing z-a (near the circum-
ference usually), and whose center ._1 is not limited to
either the x or y axes, but may be on a line 031 inclined
to the axes. (Fig. 22.) The parametric equations of
the shape are as before
x=2acosh ¢ cos 00]y= 2a sinh ¢ sin (6)
Geometrically a point Q of the airfoil is obtained by
adding the vectors ace +_ and ae -_-_8 or by completing
the parallelogram OPQP' as before, but now P' lies on
another circle B' defined as z-ae -t-_e, the inverse
and reflected circle of B with respect to the circle of
radius a at the origin (obtained by the transformation
of reciprocal radii and subsequent reflection in the x
axis). Thus OP.OP'=a _ for all positions of P, and
OP' is readily constructed. The center ,_ll of the
circle B' may be located on the line A_II by drawing
0)111 symmetrically to OM with respect to the y axis.
Let the coordinate of ill be z-is+de% where d, s,
and _ arc real quantities. The circle of radius a, with
center :W, at z = is, is transformed into a circul_ar arc
through A,A/ which may be considered the mean
camber line of the airfoil. At the tail the Joukowsky
airfoil has a cusp and the upper and lower surfaces
include a zero angle. The lift parameters are
R=_+s _+d, /5=tan -Is al=a _=b2e _ or b=a and
-_ = 0. Since _, = 0, the second axis has the direction of
the x axis. The focus F is determined by laying off
the segment ]IF= R on the line 51,'1'. This quantity,
it may be noted, is obtained easily by the following
construction. In triangle ]IDC', MD=R, MC _ and
MC are made equal to a, then CF drawn parallel to
DC' determines MF=_. The lift parabola may be
now determined uniquely since its direetrix AM and
focus F are known.
OF ARBITRARY WING SECTIONS
It may be observed that if it is desired to transform
a preassigned Joukowsky profile into a circle, there
exists a choice of axis and origin for the airfoil such
that the inverse of transformation (5) will map the
airfoil directly into a circle. This axis is very approx-
imately given by designating the tail as (-2a, 0) and
the point midway between the leading edge and the
center of curvature of the leading edge as (+ 2a, 0) the
origin then bisecting the line joining these points.
\ /
]
A _A _,i" --
I¢'IuURE 22.--The Joukowsky airfoil
The complex potential flow function for the Jou-
kowsky airfoil is
• _ R2e -_ iF _,
W(_'/:-I [g(_')e *_(__T]*,_l%g S) (01)
where
By equation (39) we have for the velocity at the
surface
V[sin(a+ ¢) + sin(a+ _)]( l + _)e ¢o
v-- _isinh 2_ + sin20)( 1 +(_)'d_b"' )
This formula was obtained by transforming the flow
around C into that around B and then into that around
A. Since we know that B is itself a circle for this
case, we can sinlply use the latter two transformations
alone.
We get
v= V[sin (a+ _) +sin (a+ _)]e* (62)
4_nh- 2¢,+ sin20
That these formulas are equivalent is immediately
evident since the quantity
e,o-¢, l+d_ x)
de/
is unity being the ratio of the magnification of each
arc element of C to that of B. (See eq. (37).)
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A very sinlt)le g('t:nctric,l pictule of tl:e l:al_ n eters 2rr
and 6, exists for the e,ses discussed. In Figure The constnnt ¢+=!_ fCd_o is readily shown to be
-w 0
23 the value of _ or ,z-0 at the point t' is simply
r invnri'mt to the choice of origin 0, as long as 0 is
____ within It. X'_e have
+)Tr ')31"
1 " ] ~ 1 , ) _.
.> fetid,= ) J 6 log (l + 2p cos (_o-5) _ p:)e" 0(tso
i -_r0 =rr0 -
i 1 _[27r co . • \
i
i
[
ll
angle OPAL i. e., the angle ' by the
origin O and the center Jl. ;l'he angh, of zero lift is
the value of + for O=Tr; i e, cTaU=[J=OT:l[. In
particular, we may note that _ 0 at S and N, which
are on the straight line O:11. Consider the triangle
OM
OMI', where 0I 7= ae+_ Mt' _R = ae ¢'°, MT._= p, angle
OPJI +; also, 5IOX a, MOP-0 _, OMP-Tr
(,p-a). Then by the law of cosines, we have
e 2(¢-¢°):- 1 : 2p ('os(,,v 6) _p2
or
6 - ¢0 = .1 log (1 +. 2p cos(so - 5) : p2) (63)
= " (- l:," ' !.,s _!(,p_)p.
1 [I
and by tim law of sines
p sin(¢ 5)
sin _= it + 2p(.osl¢ -_,) . p_)'.',
OF
_' tan ' p sin(/ 5)
1 + p ,,os(_ 5)
= ,.# 5 p,," (-- t )" _sin _++(= - ((_4)
We see that, as required, the expressions for the "radial
distortion" ¢+¢¢)and the "angular distortion" +(_o)
are eonjum_te l:om'ie,' series and may be expressed as
a single complex <luantity
(¢__ ¢,,)+._;+=+_! J)'L;+,+-,..+ +,
1 H
=log [t + pc-'(+-+']
It is evident also that the eoetlicient for n 1 or the
"first harmonic term " is simply oe 'a anti a translation
I>y this quantity brin!es the circle C into eoitrcidenee
with B as was pointed out (m page lS7.
I"l_,t t¢_ 24 The roukov+>k) JArfoil p-O 10, _i_45 _
Figure 2-t shows the ,loukowsky airfoil defined by
p 0.10 and 5 45 °, and Figure 25 shows the {h(0),
¢(_), +(0), and t(_) curves for this "tirfoi[.
.2 I
] :[:i + =+ .........
-/
/0 "-- , ......... :.- "
-0ql +++I ............ 1
- ]01 . _ + I + I
' 0 _, _, 3_r 2_
2 2
I'I_UI',E 2_. The _(O_ and _0) ellr',es for tile airfuil in Figure 24
Arbitrary sections. In order to obtain the lift
parameters of an arbitrary airfoi[, "t convenient choice
of coordinate .... es is first made "is indicated for tlm
Joukowsky airfoil and as stated previously. (Page iSl.)
The curve resulting from the rise of transformation (5)
will yield an ,rbitrary curve ae ¢_*_ which will, in
general, differ very little from a circle• The inverse
and retlected curve ae-_ -_ will also be ahnost circular.
The transition from the curve ae *+'e to a circle ix
reached by obtaining the solution d,#) of equation
(13). The method of obtainin.,,, this solution as
already given converges with extreme ralridity for
nearly circular curves,
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The get)mlqrical l)icture is analogous to t[t,,tt givt, n
for the sl)ecial vases. In Figure 26 it may be seen that
a point (2 ,m ltw Idrft)il (N. A. C. A. -Nhi) (.()rre-
Tltt; methotl used for arbitrary airft)ils is readily
a])l)lietl tt) uq)itrary thin arcs ()r to t)rMctm lines such
as the sections t)f tail surfa('t,s fi)rm at)proximt(telv. ]n
l"igul't, 26 the ])art of the airfoil t)tmnthuT above the x
axi_ transfl)rm._ by (,(iuation (5) into the two diact)n-
timmu_ arc_ shown 1)y full line_;, while the lower
bmmdtLry _ransfl)rms into the arcs shown })y dashett
lint,s. If the u])per boundary surfal'e is alon(, given
thin airfoil) we may obtain a closed curve ad '_'° only
by joining the end v)ints by a clmrd of h,ngth 4a and
(,h(msing the origin at it_ midl)oint. _5 The resulting
curvt, has (w() dmlbh, points fro" w]tich the lirst (h, riva-
live is not uniquely thqint, tl and, in genertd, it may be
st,(,n that infinilt, vt, locitil,s corrt,sp(mtl t,) such. t)()ints.
At a point of the _(0_ ('urvt, corre_p(mtlin V 1o a
m_ttht, matit'ally ,_harl) c,)rnt,r tltcre exi_( two tangtmts,
thttt i_, the _lt)pe tl_-(0) is tinittdv di_(,l)ntinuous. The
- d0-
i
1
tively by equations (33) anti (39). The lift ])ar_ml-
eters al'e
5R = rle_0,/_ = _, (_tt 0 = r), 31is at z c_ = ¢(¢)r,'_(1¢
(l
anti l"is at : c_atlwhe_er_isgivenineqmttit)n(25').
The tirst mM se('ond _xe,_ for the N. A. (L A. -M'6
airfoil are found to eoinei(l(_ and this airfoil has then a
cons(ant ('(,nt(,r of pressure at F. Figures 28 (a) to
28 (1) give th(' l)ressure (listribulit)n (ah)ng the x axis)
for a series of angl(,_; t)f atta('k as ('alcuhttetl I)y this
theory and as ot)tainl'd t)y exl)eriment. _* Table 1
('ontains the (,ssential numerical tlata for this airfoil.
*[ q'he exl)eri ........ ill rt_L_il ...... iaken ir<_ test No. 323 of tile N. A (', ._,. variat)le-
dt_nsity _iIl(I lHnltel 'lilt allgle rlf attack o Sllbstitllted ill eqlllItJoI1 (::itS) ]l_s heen
IllO(lilie)l arbilraril_ to hike a{'('Ollllt of tile el[ecfs of Jillil(! Sl)aTl, tllnllel-w_t]l inter-
ft!ren(,e, _).n([ vis/osity, I)y (,hoosJntl Jl s(i libel the the(_r(,ti(,a] lilt is al)ollt If) per ('enl
[lllJr(! than the iorr(,slmn¢ling eM)erilltenlM %_lllle. The avtual values qf the lift
( ¢_l:llivients are gi_ ell in Ihc I]gllrps
4071iS :',4 l-I
curve t(O) mu_t have an intinite slope at su(.h a point
for a('<'ording to a (}lellrem ill the theory of Ft)urier
series, at a point of discontinuity of a F. ,";., the con-
jugate F. S. is properly tlive_zent. This manifests
itself in (he v(,lo(.ity-formula equation (::;9) in the fac-
t (le'xtor 1-+ iD)which is infinite at these sharp corners.
Ft)r pra(.tieal purposes, however, a rounding t)f the
sharp edge, however small, considerably alters the slope
tI_(0) at tiffs point.
d0
Ideal angle of attaek.--A thin airfoil, tel)resented
by a line are, has both a sharl) leading edge and a
sharp trailing edge. The Kutta assumption for tixing
the circulation places a stagnation point at the tail for
all angles of attavk. At th(, h,atling edge, ht)wever,
_, Note that'_(0_-_) = _'(0) for this ease
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Theorehco/ Exper/men t ol
o Upper surfoce x Lower surface
(Averoge F_/¢= 5 x I06)
._.__If} /oo
Percent chord
= 2°/9 ,
CA = 035
Oft=3 °
6:.,=0,?2
_Cg) /oo
/'_ Percent_" = 3 °ch°rd
Q = 0435
tXr= 6 °
C, =0545
Theorehco/
__ (i)
ot = G°24 ' |
Q =O85 I
Experzmentol
o Upper surfoce
x Lower surfoce
_verogeRN=5xlO_
-2O
-/.
/ _r= 9°
_ C_ = 0 770 /.0
Theorehco!
-30 I-25
__ (J)
Percent
Experknen tol
o Upper sur/ace
x Lower surfoce
(Averoge F!.N = 5 x 109
FIGURES 28 f to l,--Theoretical and experimental pressure distribution for the .XI6 airfoil at various angles of attack
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the vehwity is inlinile at all angles ,)f attack except
()he, namely, that angle for whi,al the other stagnation
1)oint is nt the leading edge. It is n.dural 1() expect
that for (his angle ()f atta('k in actual cases die fric-
tional loss(,s are at or )war a minimum and tlm,_ nrises
1he ('one('l)t of "ideal" an,_le -f a(ta('k introduced by
Theodol'sen (n'ferenee S) .rot which has also been
designated "angle _)f best slreamlining." The detini-
lion for ttre ideal angle may 1)e extended 1. thick
airfoils, as that angle f,)r which a slagnati_)n l)()int
oeeurs direetly at the fiH'ellll)Sl l)oinl of the ]llt'_lll
(,.mt)er line.
The lift at tile leading edge vanishes and lilt! change
flora veh)eity to pressure Id(m_ the airfi)il sm'faee is
IlSll_l]ly lllore gradual ihnn at any o'_her ililgle of attar]<.
-'_0 i
-3.5
-o?0
-25
-£0
-I.5
-I.0
-.5
P-- 0
q
5
/.0
ff xDer- +'W'_ fO/
00pper- 5of-f_e
x Lower- 5(Jt-fc_ce
i:4::emoge F£ /_ : ,3 x log
p_i k)
/00
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of thi_ flmcti,m, one can determine airfoil shapes of
(Minile ])r,>l)erties. The _(_) function, which we haw,
(le'dgnated ('(,nf(wmal angular dist, wti(,n flm(,tion, will
])e seen to (h,ternline llot only the Shal)e but als. to
giw, easily all the theoretieal aerodynamic eharaeter-
isties ,,f tile airf.il.
An arbitrary _(_,) mu've is chosen, single vahzed, of
d_
period 2r, (,f zero _ll'e_t, and such that _ < ii,: < 1.
These limitin_ values of it_" are far t)eyond values
yielding airf.il shapes. :7 The ¢,(:: function, except f.r
the constant ¢., is given by the e-njugate of the
Fom'ier exl).nsion (,f el:) or, what is the saln!', by
ev,hlntin_ equation (,1,1) as a delinite integral. The
r'_5'2>" C t 2J,' Exg.,er-<_e: _¢01
0 UDDe: s_fc_ce
X Looter- S_':foce
(Ave:-oge F_ N = 5x /0 's)
-8C
-70
-GO
50
40
30
-c_O
-/.O
P
q 0
/.0
t_/'" ¢_r = 15 °
I" Q = t.05 20
r (ll 0 _-,
or = ,_" cgr = 2 / "
C = 2 8_
Fi,;utc_:s 2_, k Io I -Theorctied and exper[lllelltM prl,ssure dJslrJ',nlliotl f,w lilt, JXl*_;lirf,)i] al v:ffi _1< aIl:les ,_fattuck
The minimum profile drag of airfoils actually occurs
very close to this angle. At the ideal angle, which we
denote by o_, the factor [sin (',_ I ,¢) + sin (,_I2)] in
equation (39) is zero not only fro0 :,r or_ '_r :/3lint
Mso for 0:0 or _ _,v. We get
a_ i t v (as : IT) or
(_a.; _r) (65)
CREATION OF FAMILIES I)F WING SECTIONS
The proeess of transforming a eirrh' into an airfoil is
inherently less diflicult than the inverse proeess of
transforming an airfoil into a circle. By a direct al)pli-
cMion (,f l)revious results we can derive a powerful and
ttexihle method for tile (,r,.,nti.n of general families of
airfoils. Instead of assuming that the _,(0) (,twvc is
preassigned (thnt is, instead of a given aivl'oil), we
assume an arbitrary _(¢) or _(:) curve _; as given.
TMs is equivalent to assmning as kno,vn a l)oundary-
value function along a eireh" and, 1)y the prol)er ehoiee
_ _llhjc(t to sot;le gpller:d r(,slrirt i,_:_s_.i__:1 bl the llcxt lUml:rai)h
constant _( is an imt)ortant arbitrary 2, parumeter
whieh permits ()f eh_mges in the shape and for a certain
range of vulue: may determine the sharpness of the
tl'niling edge.
We first .blain the x'ariable 0_s 0(:1 -¢-_ (,el, so
that the quantity _/, considered as a function .f 0 is
;k (0) , _ [: (01]. 'File eoor(linates of the airfoil surface
tiP(' thell
x-:2_t eosh _b cos 0
y 2a sinh ¢' sin 0.
_7I"_r (otnllm': a_rf(dls, u iih .t prllp4r uhoiue of origit/ ¢1_ .Q.<0 30i¢;
2. t.',)r ,.mm*m airf,ii_ 41 is tlStlally bet',_ee:l I) 05 a_ld _11_, The _uI_statlt _ is
lto[, hl)_sc_cr, _ p , ' _ rid rar_ We hay[ _w:l I',lat tile (_:/,liti.n gi_l,ii by
p, luatio:l (22, i_ s dlil iel;t :o 3 iel,l ;1_'onto'lr [ree from dollble I,_*iuts i_l the 2' plaIle.
Wt, Inay also shde t!lo _riterion that Ihc in\'ers_ of e,lUatio:_ (',) al_piied to this
contonr s]la[l 3i:,i,i a ,o:_t.ur in the _ Idalte free [roIll d(_llhle I,oints ('¢m_ider the
ftlll(:lil)Ii _(0) /or 0 "¢_r_i:tg [rolll 0 Io _ (i lI). "['he llt,k,ali_e (d t,m'h \ :duo r,f _b(O)i,I
Hds range is consi,h, rt,d associated uittl '3. i e, _0"<_2_ I)esi-"t'ale thv funvli.rl
thllS fl)rlnc_l [rOill O: O 1.0 2_ by _(01 °, _' e _l _* r,l,resv ts lit:e rirl ill tile (
pl:me, i e, the upper surface o[ :_ _,_l,_llr. ISee f_oltml0 2", ] 'l'hc_l Rff Ihe elltire
cr_Jll(_UrIo be fr_,pfroHi double points it is lie -t,_,sary th:lt the Io;_ er sur fa:e _hauld Ilol
(,ros_ the Ilpper, t'td _<.The origitvll _¢0t (!llr_e fi)r 0 _Ilr3ing frolll _ to 2_ tiItlM ;iqt
cross bel,)_ ¢_oi,
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';'he vehwity at the sm'fa('e is
v : 1"-- [sin (_ + _,) + sin (_ + 2)] e _<, (39')
li//(sinh :¢ fsin20)E(, d_-_', /d¢',_7' -i_: "tjk; ! J
and is obtained by using equation (37') instead of (37)
in dt,riving (39). The angle of zero lift _7 is giw, n by
:(0) :0i _(0) for0: _r,i.e.,,p(Tr)-r i ;7.
The ftdhiwing figures anll cxaniples will make the
pr.ci,ss(.lear. We may first note that the most natural
nlethod i)f st)ecifying the _ (¢) function is by a l"ourier
series expansion. In this scnse then lhe elcnientary
types of e(¢) functions arc the individual tcrnis of
this exl)ailsi(in
e(W-O/ 5.,:n_ _,3o' ,:!_75_:r_c-457
ul ", !_2.
.i;
is =01
(b) _, Z_-
29(h) to 29(t). In particular, the second harmonic
term nlay yieht S shapes, and by a proper combina-
tion (if first aml second harmonic terms, i. e., by a
proper choice of the constants A_, A.,, (_l, and 5_ in the
relat ion
e(@ =A_ sin (<p -6)+Ae sin (2_-6.,.)
it. is 1)ossiblc to fix the focus F of the lift parabola as
the center (if pressm'c for all angles of attack] 9 The
equation
e(_) =0.1 sin (_-li0 °) +0.05 cos 2e
represents such an airfoil and is shown in Figure 29(u).
The general process will yicht infinite varieties of
contours by superposition of sine functions; in fact, if
¢_=0.t
¢'o=0 /
{_]l= 0 t S [n{3_-- 50 51
Cb:0 t
(i'_l=O0;/b S ' _/( 4_, II
e l/iO/=O 0 75 s:n(.¢lo- 45 7
_o:0 0 75
_'ll'_O/=O.O 75" S I'?I''_--gC _)
_(_,,l=O, _ ._5o-.6"C0 II 05 51%2g. ?0;, I
@o=O/ ¢,_=O:12
(C) _ ( 1:1
_o-0.t
,
¢C"_-0/5-_
_ f_/= 0 i S Ii_lf_ -- 60 ) ' ('11_)1=0 ,l S,'O2 _
¢o:_ / ¢:,:0 t
#o=O./ ¢o=41
, :: . ' ¢_=0 i
fn)
FI+iI'IiE '29. Airfoils created by var,',ing _(¢)
('(resider first the effect of the first harnionic term
+ (¢) -'L sin (¢-a:), ¢0-c
In Figures 29(a) to 29(g) may be scen the shapes
resulting by disphicing _t successively by intervals of
15 ° and keeping the constants ..11=0.10 and _>-:: 0.10.
The first harnlt)ifi(' terni is of chief influen('c in deter-
nlining the airfoil shape. The case _(¢) 0.1 sin
(_--45 °) is given detailed in Tahle II. (This airf(lil
is reinarkalily siniihir to the commonly used Clark Y
airfIiil.) The entire calculati(ins arc characterized by
lhcir sinipliI'ity and, as may be noted, are completely
free friini ttic ne('cssity i)f any graphical evahiaiions or
canstrucdons.
The effect i)f the second and higher harnmnics as
well as the constant ¢0 may be observed in Figures
the process is tiiought of as a boundary-value problem
of the circle, it is seen that it is sufficiently general to
yield every closed curve for which Riemann's theoreni
applies.
LANGLEY _[EMORIAL 2tI.I';IIONA 17TICAL LAlmRATOR'¢_
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOIl AERONAI'TICS_
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November _, 1932.
l_Thi isae(,omplishe(t as follows; Weseek to determinetheconshints ,h, : _,Si,aild
51 so that fl=-¢, where 7 is nbtahled from equation (2,/) as at =bien_ =a_t c:, l el and
we may note that a;l_o--.,tie,ti and aeel_o]----Alesi. 'l'tiem relations are tral_s('enden-
tal; however, with I)iit i1 few pril(,tif,p lriaIs, 5ollll]OtlS (,fin lie ohtained at ",_ill. Addi-
tion of higher harmolii('s will 5iehl further shapes having tile same eeriter of Iwessllre
ltrnperties ifJ is kolit illil,halllZell.
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APPENDIX
I. EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL.
1 27r
_(_') = - _ f ¢(_) cot f_K d_ (13)
0
1 2/_ d¢(_)
log sin _ d_ (13')
0
The function ¢(e) is of period 2r and is considered
known. (Note that tile variables _ and _' are re-
placed by 0 and 0', _, and _E', _2 and _2', etc., in
equation (21) and that the fl)llowing formula is
applicable for all these eases.)
A 20-point method for ewduating equation (13) as
a definite integral gives
1F d¢(_,), ,_
+ ....... 4 a_(¢_- ¢_g)J .... (I)
where
7r
¢q =value of ¢(_) at _=e'+ l0
r 71"/r
G=value of ¢(_) at _:=_ +1-0
(n= 1,-- 1, 2, -'2 ..... 9, --9).
7r
and the constants a_ arc as follows: a0=_=0.3142;
a_=l.091; az=0.494; a3=0.313; a4=0.217; a_=:0.158;
a#=0.115; aT= 0.0884; as- 0.0511; and ag= 0.0251.
This formula may be derived directly from the
definition of the definite integral. The 20 interwds _
7r . 7r 7r 3_r
chosen are _ -'20 to f-v_, _+20 to _+-,j_-, etc.
It is only necessary to note that by expanding ¢(_) in
a Taylor series around _ = _' we get
_'+8 6,)-]
L-_-J _,= _,'
where the interval _'--s to _'_ s is smalh AIM, in
general,
½ f ¢(_) cot _- ¢' d_
_22--
ft
is very nearly
sin _-_-2
-,, log
sin
I Reference 2, p. 11, gives a 10-point method result.
where the range _- v,_ is small and _b_ is the average
value of ¢(_,) in this range. The constants a, for the
20 divisions chosen above are actually
. 2n+l[
sin _r _-
_ = log l-_ (_= - 9,... + 9)
sin _- _-
As an examlfle of the calcu]ation of _(0) we may refer
to Table I and Figures 26 and 27 for the N. A. C. A.
- M6 airfoil• From the _(0) curve (fig. 27) we obtain
de
the 20 values of ¢ and _ for 20 equal intervals of 0.
For the airfoil (fig. 26) we get the following values:
(Upper d_
0 surface) ¢ ¢ (_
d_ (Lower
dO 0 surface)
0. 000
10
12_r
• 027 10
13_r
.000
10
14_-
--. 030 lb
15_r
-. 06_ 1-0
16_r
--. 095
10
17_
--. 114
10
lSr
-. 086 -fO-
19_-
-. o_6 io
• 025 2_r !nose)
• 000
0 (nose) 0. 192
185
10
2_r
10 102
3_
IS!)
10
4_r
10 174
5_ 146
10
6_r
110
10
7rr
• 077
1(I
. 052
10
9_-
. 041
lO
tail) .055
0.049 --0.002
057 050
071 030
077 011
079 000
082 016
090 039
lll 091
150 154
192 000
The value of e at the tail (i. e., the angle of zero lift)
is, for examl)le, using formula I
= _LIO •o
+ 1.091 (.049 - .04l)
+.494(.057--.052)
+.313(.071-.077)
+.217(.077-.110)
+ .158(.079--.146)
+.115(.082-.174)
+.0884(.090--.189)
+.0511(.111 --.192)
+.0251(.150--.185)]=.0105
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37F
The value of _ for 0= _-0, for example, is obtained by
a cyclic rearrangement. Thus,
+ 1.091(.174-.192)
+ .494 (. 146-.185)
+ .313(.110-.192)
+ .217(.077-.150)
+.158(.052--.111)
+.115(.041--.090)
+ .oss4 (.055- .082)
+ .0511 (.049-- .079)
+ .0251 (.057 - .077)] = .0347
The 20 values obtained in this way form the _t(0)
curve, which for all practical purposes for the airfoil
considered, is actually identical with the final _(0)
curve.
II. NOTES ON THE TRANSFORMATION.
a2
=/(z) - c,+ z + _'_+ z_÷ . . . (4')
There exist a numhcr of theorems giving general
limiting vahles for the coefficients of the transforma-
tion equation (4), which are interesting and to some
extent useful. If _'=J'(z) transforms the external
region of the circle C of radius R in the z plane, into
the external region of a contour A in the i- plane in a
one-to-one conformal manner and the origin _'=0 lies
within the contour A (andJ"(:o) = l) then the area S
inclosed by A is given by the Faber-Bieberbach
theorem as 2
n = 1 If'Z(n+l_
Since all members of tim above series term are positive,
it is observed that the area of C is greater than that
inclosed |)y any contour A in the i" plane (or, at most,
equal to the area inclosed by A if A is a circle).
This theorem leads to the following results
',a,!_-<R_ (a)
'_cLI< 2R (b)
Let us designate the circle of radius R about the
conformal centroid 3I as center as C_ (i. e., the center
is at i :c_; this circle has been called the "Gruhd-
krels" or "basic" circle t)y yon Mises). Then since
!a! re resents the distance of the focus F from M, theR P
relation (a) states that the focus is always within C_.
In fact, a further extension shows that if r0 is the radius
of the largest circle that can be inclosed within A, then
2
F is removed from C_ by at least_.
t For details of this and following statements see reference 5, p. 100 end p. 147, and
al_o reference 6, Part n.
From relation (b) may be derived the statement that
if any circle within A is concentrically doubled in radius
it is contained entirely within a circle about M as
center of radius 2R. Also, if we designate by c the
largest diameter of A (this is usually the "chord" of
the airfoil) then the following limits can be derived:
>1
R=_c
R_ lc
These inequalities lead to interesting limits for the
lift coefficient. Writing the lift coefficient as
L
C_= 7_pV._c
where by equation (45) the lift force is given by
L =4rrRpV 2 sin (c_+ 3)
we have
_ 87rR . <2_rsin(a+_,)<C2=--sm(a+_)=4_'sin(a+¢) (II)
c
The flat plate is the only case where the lower
limit is reached, while the upper limit is attained for
the cil'cular cylinder only. We may observe that a
curved thin plate has a lift coefficient which exceeds
2_r sin (_ + 3) by a very small amount. In general, the
thickness has a much greater effect on the value of
the lift coefficient than the camber. For common
airfoils the lift coefficient is but slightly greater than
the lower limit and is approximately 1.1×27r sin
(_+_).
Another theorem, similar to the Faber-Bieberbach
area theorem, states that if the equation i'-f(z) trans-
forms the internal region of a circle in the z phme into
the internal region of a contour B in the i" plane in a
one-to-one conformal manner and./'(0) = 1 (the origins
are within the contours) then the area of the circle is
less than that contained by any contour B. This
theorem, extended by Biebert)ach, has been used in an
attempt to solve the arbitrary airfoil? The process
used is one in which the area theorem is a criterion as
to the direction in which the convergence proceeds.
Although theoretically sound, the process is, when
applied, extremely laborious and very slowly con-
vergent. It can not be said to have yielded as yet
really satisfactory results.
III. LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF PRESSURE FOR AN
ARBITRARY AIRFOIL
It is of some interest to know the exact location of
the center of pressure or_ the x axis as a function of the
angle of attack. In Figure 30, 0 is the origin, M the
conformal centroid, L the line of action of the lift
force for angle of attack a. Let us designate the
Mtiller, W., Zs. f. angew..XIath, u. Mech. Bd. 5 S. 397, 1925.
tt_hndorf, F., Zs. f. angew..Math, u. Mech. Bd. 6 S. 265, 1926.
Also refereneo 5, p. 185.
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intersection of L with the x axis of tile airfoil as the
center of pressure P.
In the right AO,\'._t we have,
OM = cl = me _ - AI + iBi
ON = r_ cos _ = A_
._IN = m sin _ = B_
K _1 MJ hMand in right AJKM, _ =-. ........ :
sin a sin a
Then KN = -_:¥- - BI
sin oL
and NP = KN tan a = hM sec a--B_ tan a
By equation (48)
h MM b2 sin2(a+7)
M = -L = '2R sin (a + 0)
Then the distance from the origin to the center of
pressure P is
OP - ON+ NP :-:A_ - B_ tan a
b2 sin 2 (a+_,)
÷
2Reos a sin (a+t_) (IlI)
/L/fi vector
/M
--o .vt .... 7P -- ? x A_-,s
/
FIGt'Rg 30.--Center of pressure location on tile x axis
EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES
Table I gives the essential data for the transforma-
tion of the N. A. C. A. -M6 airfoil (shown in fig. 26)
into a circle, and yields readily the complete theoretical
aerodynamical characteristics. Cohmms (1) and (2)
define the airfoil surface in per cent chord; (3) and (4)
are the coordinates after choosing a convenient origin
(p. t81); (5) and (6) are obtained from equations (7)
and (8) of the rcl)ort ; (9) is the evaluation of equation
(13) (see Appendix); (10) and (11) arm the slopes, oh-
tained graphically, of the ¢ against 0, and _ against
0 curves, respectively; (12) is given by
(1 *d_)e'°
_/(sinh 2¢ + sin20)( I +(dY))'d_}":
where ¢0= ! 7 ¢ (_) d_ and may be obtained graphi-
27r 0
eally or numerically; eohunn _13) gives _= 0+_. The
velocity r, for any angle of attack, is by equation (39)
v Vk [sin (a+_)+sin (a+¢_) 1
and the pressure is given by equation (3). The angle
of zero lift _ is the value of _ at the tail; i. e., the value
of_for0=_.
Table II gives numerical data for the inverse process
to that given in Table I; viz, the transformation of a
circle into an airfoil. (See tig. 29.) The function
_(_o)=0.1 sin (¢-45 °) and constant ¢0 0.10 are
chosen for this ease. Then ¢J(¢)=0.1 cos (¢-45 °)
+0.10. It may be observed that columns (11) and
(12) giving the coordinates of the airfoil surface are
obtained from equations (6) of the report. Column
(13) is given by
k=
and the velocity at the surface is by equation (39')
v= Vk [sin (a+_,) +sin (a+ ¢_)1
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TABLE I
N. A. C. A.--M6
UPPER SURFACE
Per cent I Y in per
cent c x Y
--I -I
0 0 2.037 , 9.000
. 2.5 1.97 1. 986 . 0796
2.,50 2.81 L930 .1135
5.0 4,03 1.835 .163
7.5 4.94 1.734 I _o
1o 5. 71 1.633 .231
15 6.62 1.431 •276
20 7. 55 1.229 • 305
30 8. 22 .825 .332
40 8. 05 .421 I .325
50 7.2ti .017 .293
60 6.(L3 --.387 .244
70 4.,58 --.791 .185
80 3.011--1.19.5 .124
90 1•55 --1.599 .f_3
95 i_ --1.801 .036100 --2.003 .000
sin '0
0,000
• 0465
.0941
. 187
• 275
• 357
• 507
• 6.36
.8.35
• 957
1.09O
• 963
• 845
.645
• 363
• 191
.0O0
8
stnh i¢ radians $ '
.0373 0.0(X)
.0341 .217
._t42 .312
.0654 •447
._tfi3 .551
.0373 ,640
.0375 .792
.0366 .923
.0330 1.153
• 0276 1.3111
.0215 1•571
.01,54 1,764
• 0101 1.975
• (3059 2. 209
• (]027 2, 495
.9O16 2.690
.0(_30 3.142
di
o ,
0.085 6` 2Y.O --2 37
• 080 4. 249 10 52
.OSO 3.368 16 41
• 080 2. 557 25 4
2. 163 31 31
1. 929 37 3
I. 660 46 27
I, 498 54 38
,107 1.324 69 11
.0_8 1.220 82 7
• 060 i. 166 94 ,5,5
• 025 L 152 106 2,5
--. 029 I. 167 118 28
--,0,56 1,302 13l 19
--.0g5 1. 687 146 331
--. (]_0 _2. 340 156 28
--. 027 _9. 8-3 180 36
LOWER SUItFACE
0
1.25
2. 50
5.0
7.5
10
15
20
30
40
5O
60
7O
_0
9O
95
100
0
1.76
2.20
2. 73
3. 03
3. 24
3, 47
3, 62
3.79
3.90
3.94
3.82
3.48
2.83
1.77
1.08
• 26
2. (_37 0.000
1. 986 --. 071
1. 936 --. 0_9
1.8.35 --.110
1>734 --.1_2
I. 6`13 --. 13l
1•431 --.140
1.22(3 --. 140
• _¢25 --. 153
• 421 --. 158
.017 --.159
--. 387 --. 154
--.791 --.141
--2>003 .000
-I, 195 --. 114
-- L 59(J --.072
--1.801 --.044
i
0`000
• 173
• 259
.342
• 494
• 626
.831
• 956
1.9O0
• 963
.845
• 645
• 363
• 191
.f_0
0.0373
.ff297
.0234
.0176
• 0144 !
• 0125
.9(,D9
• _5
• _)70
.0065
.0003
.CO_2
.0058
• 9O50
.0035
.0025
.0030
6.283 0•192
6. 075 . 172
5. 989 152
5. 855 132
5. 749 120
5,659 .112
5. 505 , _9
5.37l .092
5. 136 .084
4.924 _4. 7124.,518 :o_5
4. 307 .076
4. 074 .071
3. 788 .059
3. 594 .050
3,142 •055
--0. 0457
--. 0781
_-._
--i 0NTJ
--.0_11
--. 0723
--. 0637
--. 0516
--, 0421
--. 0350
--. 0310
=:6z1:;
--, 0140
,0105
0.9O0
• 133
• 160
• 133
.109
• 080
• 069
• 1157
N
• 01o
N
i o44
0.065 6.28O
• 120 4,615
• 050 3. 525
--.010 2.510
--. 045 2. ff25
--. 0`57 1. 764
_. 067 1.4f_'i
--. 067 I. 307
--.052 I. 1511
--.036 L098
--. ff29 1. 081
--.013 I,120
,000 1.211
--.011 1.370
--,040 1. 769
-_,7 _
--. 027 1
--2 37
-16 21
-21 43
-29 35
- 35 28
-40 24
-48 44
-55 54
-68 39
--80 17
-91 59
--102 53
--114 55
--12_ 14
--144 16
--154 50
--179 24
TABLE II
e(¢)=O.l sin (¢--45 °) ¢o=0>10 $=,(*r) =0.0557=3 ° 47'
UPPER SURFACE
Degree,,
0
5
10
15
20
2,5
3O
' i Radians O ¢_
Radians Degrees
o t
0.00_ I --0.0707 / 0.0707 i 4 3 0.1707
• 0873 -. 0643 .151(i 8 41 .1760
.1745 --. 0574 .2319 13 17 .1819
• 2618 --. 0500 .3118 17 52 .1_'_
• 3491 --.0423 .3914 / 22 28 .1906
.4363 --.6342 .4705 / 26 57 .1940
• 5236 --, 0259 . 5495 31 29 . 1906
dE _6-- eosb. ¢ ! sinh¢
.% 1 ,1, [
0.0707 0.0707 I 1.0146: 0•1715
.0706 I .0643 I 1•0156 •1775
,0819 I .0574 1.0166 .1826
.0_}6 I .0500 1.0175 .1877
.09(h3 [ .04Z_ 1,0182 .1918
• 0940 . 0342 I. 0189 . 1952
• 0966 .02,59 1. 0194 .1979
• 0174 1, 0198 . 1998
.0000 1.0201
--. 0174 I. 0198
--. 0423 I. O182
cos 8
0. 9975
• 9885
• 9733
• 9518
• 9243
.8914
._
z y
sin 0 _- 2
• 5223 1. 0121 O. 0121
0.0703 .3V,_2
.1510 1.0030 .ff208
.2298 .9895 .(_20
• 3[_'18 .9685 .0576
• 3816 .9411 .07;12
.4532 .9082 .0,_5
.8693 .1(64
•.80905878 .8250 .1174
• 7071 . 7213 . 142,3
•5(594 616
.9244 _ .1773
• 9733 .2338 •1777
.9975 ,0716 . 1711
.9957.0706 --.0935 , 1574
• 9,1fi8 --.2583 .1381
. 8715 --.4938 . 1026
• 7742 --.¢_61 .0776
.5812 --.8161 .0431
.42,58 --.90fi3 .0246
-- 9682 ,0108
• 2538 --19979 .0021
35 .610_ --•0174
45 ._, o_55 . , .0174
1,2217 .(_23 ]1.39C_ .0574
.5708 .0707
19O i. 7453 .0819
110 L 9199 .(h_
125 _, 1817 .0985
135 L 3/_12 .I000
2. 61_0 .ID66]50 2.7925
160 .1_O6
170 2967 .0619
180 :1.1416 ; .0707
i
=-@i 10(x)o-0.0707
--,05 --. 0873 =m 0766
-- I11 --. 1745 --. 0619
--15 --. 2fi18 --.0800
-- 20 --. 3491 i --. (X_06
--25 --. 4311:1 -. 6D'tO
--30 --. 5230 -. 6968
--3,5 --, 61 Oil -. _185
--45 --. 7854 -. I000
--, 9599 -. [D85
--12217 I -.0(901
--I.39(_3 -.0619
-- 1. 570h -. 0707
-- 100 -- I. 7453 -. 0574
--II0 --I.91_1 -. 0423 !
--125 --2,1817 -.0174
--13,5 --2.3562 .00_
--150 --2.6180 .0259
-- 160 --2. 7925 .1H23
--170 --2. 91t71 . 0574
-- 180 --3. 1416 • 0707
• 62_]
.7854
• 942,5
L 1794
1.3389
1. 5001 ]
1, 6634
1. 8293
2. 01'_12
2. 2562
2. 5214
2. 7019
2, V2,52
3. 0709
0` 0707 !,
--. 0107 [
--. 0926 i
--. 1752
--, 2585
--, 34_¢
--. 4270
--, 5124
--. 6854
--. _614
-I 1311
-I,3144
-L 5001
- 1. 0679
- 1. 8776
-2. 1643
-2. 3562
-2. fi439
- 2. 8348
-3, 0245
-3. 2123
36 0 .1985 r
45 0 .20_ ]
54 0 •1985
67 35 .190fi
76 4:t . 1819
85 57 .1707
95 18 ,1574!
104 49 . 1423
119 22 .ll74 !
129 16 .11x)o !144 28 .0741
154 48 .0577
165 19 .0A26
175 57 .0293
.0985
.19O0 .2013 .7071
.0985 . 1998 . 5878
• 0906 .1918 . 3813
.0819 --.0574 1. 0166 .182ii . 2298
• 0707 --.0707 1.01_i .1715 .0706
?0574 --.0819 1. 0124 . 1581 --.092A
.0423 --.09_i L Ol01 . 1428 --. 2557
. 0174 --.0()85 1.0069 •1177 --.4904
• _ --. l('g)0 1. (DS0 . 1002 --. 6329
--. 0259 --.'0966 1, _02_ .0742 --. 8138
--.0423 --. (D06 1, 0017 .0577 --.9048
--.0574 --.0819 1.0019 ,0426 --.9673
--.0707 --.0707 I.{}0(}4 .0233 1 --.9(375
LOWER SURFACE
--19 37 .1342 /
4 3 0.1707 0.0707 I .0707
_ .1643 .0F_3 .07t16• 1574 .0574 .0_19
-- 10 2 .1500 .0500 .0866
--14 19 . 1423 .0423 .0905
.0342 .0940
--24 2_ 1259 . .0259 t .0956
--29 21 .I174] . 0174 .09_5
--39 16 .1000 j .0C_X) .IC@O
--49 21 .08261 --,0174 .0985
--64 48[ .05771 --.0423 .0906
--75 19 .0426 --•0574 .0619
--85 57 .0293 --.0707 •0707
--96 43 . 0181 --.09,19 .0,574
--107 3 .0094 --.0906 ,0423
--124 1 .0015 --.0995 ,0174
--135 0 .D(D0 --.1000 .0090
--151 29 .0034 --.0966 --._259
--162 25 .0094 --.0906 --.0423
--173 18 . 0181 --.0619 --. 0574
--184 3 .0293 --.0707 --•0707
0. 1715
• 1650
• 1581
.1506
. 14_8
• 1346
• 1262
• 1177
• 11:O2
• 0827
0.9975
• 999(3
.9957
• 9847
• 9420
•9102
• 8716
.7742
• 6514
• 4_58
.2,535
O. 0706
--. 0103 [
--. (_324
--. 1742
--. 2557
--. 3357
--. 4142
--. 7587
--. 4901
--. 6`3_I
--. 9348
--. 9673
6. 3941
5. 1215
4.0_
3. 3602
2. 8421
2. 4704
2, 1892
1. 9746
1.6¢_9
1. 4709
1. 2859
1. 2133
1.1717
1.1,586
I. 1756
I. 2727
I. 4068
1. 8306
2. 4,5,84
4. 0490
13. 4411
0121
--.0018
--.0365
--. 0146
--.0262 5, 0338
--.0452
-. o52_!
.0293 .0706 I --•9975
• 0181 --.1170 ! --,9931
.0094 --.3021 --. 9533
-65o,l -8=9
-.7071 -.707,
10034 --.4774--.8787
.0094 --.9533 --.3021
• 0181 --.9932 --. 1167
.0293 --.9975 +. 07_1
1 6. 39417 1236
1 6. 3827
3. 9225
3. 1489
2. fi077
--. 0577 : 2. 2203
-- f_134 1.7161
-- tin2; I 1. 416_
-- Im=r2 I 1,1_50
-- I_tz i 1.0763
--. tr292 I 1. O322
--. 0180 ' I. 0270
--.0090 1.0616
-o_l I"2135,_
-_ 0o16 2.1106
--. 9533 --. OO28 I 3. 3501
--. 9934 --, 0921 I 8.6641
--.9979 +. 0021 13.4411
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